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Bookstore, C-Store 
search committee 
nam es new contractors
• n e w  h o u r s
• " F r e e - F l o w "  a v a i l a b l e  in  C - S t o r e
by Greg MacSweeney
T he college book store and C-Store will be 
under new management this fall. A search for new 
contractors started in February and ended last 
week with a decision on two new contractors.
T he  search committee decided that the book 
company, Follet, will run the book store and Aldan 
Dining Services will run the C-Store, said SGA 
treasurer James Henaghan.
O ther bidders included Barnes and Noble but 
Follet had a better overall proposal, said Acting 
Student Center Director Constance Ford.
Follet’s proposal included improvements to the 
bookstore such as 
an area for books 
on the best seller 
list, an area for fac­
ulty au th o rs , 
readingareaandan 
area for special pro­
m otions, said 
Heneghan.
Henaghan also 
sp ecu la ted  that 
Follet will operate 
on a 25% mark up 
compared to the 
33% mark up that the current book store runs on. 
He is not completely sure of the exact num bers for 
current store or the num bers for Follet.
Barnes and Noble planned to offer students a 
five percent discount on books to students but 
Follet’s overall proposal was better for the stu­
dents, Henaghan said.
T h e  C-Store, soon to be operated by Aldan Din­
ing Services, plans to extend hours from the current 
9 a.m. to 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Alden also has plans to allow students to use their 
“free-flow” account in the store to purchase items, 
Henaghan said.
T h e  committee comprised of two students, two 
faculty members, Constance Ford, the Assistant VP 
of Finance Barry Cohn and the Director of the 
Faculty-S tudent C o-op Marge Bycheck, said 
Henaghan.
T h e  committee visited Follet bookstores at Wil­
liam Paterson Col­
lege and at Farleigh 
Dickenson Univer­
sity in Rutherford 
and visited Barnes 
and Nobles book­
stores at Kean Col­
lege and at Jersey 
City S ta te , said 
Ford.
“F o lle t p re ­
sented a very nice 
bid w ith  a good 
book buyback pro­
gram along with the other improvements that I feel 
will benefit the students” said Ford.
Although Ford was not completely sure about all 
of the financial specifics, she did speculate that 
books would be bought back from the student at the 
value that they are worth at the time of buyback.
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Blanton hall room 
check angers residents
by Gail Corrigan
Blanton I lull residents were angry 
on March 27 after returning from 
Spring Break to find that their doors 
were not double locked as they had 
left them.
This comes after a theft in Blanton 
Hall following the fire in the 4G wing 
on March 13. $1,000 of property was 
stolen from room 3C08 when Resi­
dence Life officials left the doors in 
the entire wing open while checking 
rooms for residents during the fire.
According to the Director of Resi­
dence Life MargareeColeman-Carter, 
Educational Facility Authority (E FA) 
officials do an annual sporadic room 
inspection in Blanton Hall, Bohn Hall 
and Clove Road apartments. In addi­
tion to the resident assistants’ spot 
checks, the EFA officials accompany 
a maintenance foreman and one secu­
rity guard into rooms checking for 
lighting safety, or any problems that 
may be in violation of certain codes.
Authorized representatives of the 
college have the right to enter any 
space at any time to inspect facilities 
for health, safety, maintenance and 
for damages to the space or its equip­
ment, according the the resident life 
contract.
Director of Blanton Hall Shelley 
Jackson received three complaints 
from residents who found that their
deadbolt was not locked after return­
ing from vacation.
At the SGA meeting on March 30, 
Attorney general of the SGA April 
Steinmetz, expressed concern about 
her room during the open forum part 
of the meeting, “If I took the two 
seconds to lock the door, I wish resi­
dence life would have the respect to 
leave things as I left them for my own 
piece of mind."
At this time it is unknown w hether 
RA’s or EFA officials left the deadbolts 
off, but these were the only people 
who had access to rooms over break.
Security guards are on duty over 
break daily from 7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. to 
ensure that no one enters the build­
ing. At 4:30 p.m. every day the doors 
are locked and chains are put on the 
doors, said Coleman-Carter. Campus 
police and maintenance had no access 
to the building and no repairs were 
made except to the rooms that were 
damaged in a recent fire.
There were no reports of anything 
stolen from Blanton rooms, but in the 
future Coleman-Carter said, “We will 
make sure that the RA’s and EFA 
officials put the dead bolts back on 
after doing their inspections.”
Unlike other resident facilities on 
campus, Blanton I tail is the only one 
with double locks on the doors.
Coach Blanton  
pleads guilty
•Plea bargains down to 
official misconduct
by Kathleen Nolan
Suspended track coach John Blanton 
plead guilty to a charge of official mis­
conduct duringa March 22 trial at Passaic 
County Superior Court. Blanton, 39, of 
Orange, entered into a plea bargain and 
plead guilty to one count of Second 
Degree Official Misconduct for events 
which took place on or about February 
24, 1992. Blanton allegedly attempted 
to coerce and force a female track m em ­
ber to have sex with him on two occa­
sions. Once in Little Falls, and another 
time in South Brunswick. Blanton’s at­
torney, Louis Childress could not be 
reached for comment.
Second Degree Official Misconduct 
carries a maximum sentence of up to ten 
years imprisonment and fines up to 
$100,000. Blanton was arraigned in 
Passaic County Superior Court on Jan. 
12, 1994 and bail was set at $35,000. 
Blanton was suspended without pay 
from the college following the indict­
ment.
Blanton has been surrounded by 
clouds of controversy since he was hired 
in April of 1988. T here was concern 
about M SC’s hiring practices concern- 
ingreverse discrimination after Blanton, 
an African-American, was hired. In 1990, 
there were allegations that he falsified 
track records and he illegally confis­
cated a Montclarion photographer’s film 
because he did not want to be photo­
graphed for a story.
Since Blanton’s suspension, the track 
team has had two substitute coaches. 
Charle Bethea, the first, resigned for 
personal reasons and Leander Knight is 
the new head coach until further notice, 
according to M SC’s Athletic Director 
Gregory Lockard.
Takesha Pettus, a former track team 
member under Blanton doesn’t believe 
the allegations. “I believe h e ’s innocent 
no matter what anybody says. During 
thecourse w hen I was running, he never 
did anything like that.”
Write for the Montclarion
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Impeachment proceedings set for SGA member
by Sean Daily
At the April 6 meeting of the SGA 
legislature, impeachment proceed­
ings began for Pat Dougherty, Direc­
tor of Residence Life for the SGA.
Her impeachment stem s from her 
repeated absences from SGA, Wel­
fare and Internal Affairs, and Cabinet 
meetings. Dougherty has been ab­
sent from all the meetings of all three 
since last September, including this 
one. Her impeachment, to be de­
cided at the next SGA meeting, may 
remove her from the cabinet. The 
motion for impeachment proceedings 
to begin passed, 24-5, with five ab­
staining.
Im peachm ent proceedings were 
m otioned by SGA Legislator Dan 
Mankiewicz, and during discussions he 
was supported by Candice Meyer and 
I'ara McCaffery. Later, in an interview, 
McCaffery, who runs the Welfare and 
Internal Affairs committee, gave her 
complaints about Dougherty’s absences.
“We would like support from her to 
carry these problems that come into our 
committee concerning Residence Life 
out. She has not attended [Welfare and 
Internal meetings) since September,” 
she said.
“How are we supposed to fully ex­
ecute these issues if she’s not there to 
support us?There’s nocommunication,” 
she continued.
Meyer agreed. “According to our stat­
utes, she is grossly negligent in her du­
ties in terms of reportingto the [Welfare 
and Internal] comm ittee,” she said. 
Among the duties of a Cabinet member 
is to make a bimonthly report to the 
SGA.
However, Dougherty had her sup­
porters, which included SGA President 
James Cotter. He had a particularly dra­
matic wayof makinghispoint. Hccallcd
for the Cabinet m em bers to raise their 
hands, then said, “Anyone that has ever 
subm itted a report please raise your 
hand.” His point was that if Dougherty 
is to be impeached, then thcotherC abi- 
net m em bers must be too.
Director of Internal Affairs Rick Leto, 
gave his appraisal of D ougherty’s abili­
ties by saying that she was once a DA 
and is able to “weave through [Resi­
dence Life) bcauracracy while still say­
ing loyal to the SGA.” McCaffery did 
state her value and abilities, and said 
that impeachment proceedings for her 
were beginning only because of her re­
peated absences from meetings.
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Whitman 
cuts DHE
by Deborah Darcy
Theabolishingofthc Board of Higher 
Education and the D epartm ent of 
Higher Education by Governor Chris­
tine Todd Whitman leaves many ques­
tions u nanswered. T h e  Board was made 
up of people who represented different 
aspects or sectors of N ew  Jersey state 
colleges and was the ch ief policy maker 
of colleges. The Departm ent, which 
was made up of paid state employees, 
was in charge of im plem enting these 
policies. Whitman has come up with a 
plan that has not been specifically drawn 
out. She has appointed a panel to help 
design a new system that will eventu­
ally take the place of the Board of Higher 
Education.
As a result of the abolishment the 
colleges will be more autonomous when 
deciding what is best for the school and, 
for right now, will only have to answer to 
the governor. The panel is going to 
create a Board of College Presidents, it 
is not yet known how much power or 
authority it will have. With MSC be­
coming more autonomous it now has 
the authority to make decisions on a 
local level which will probably enable 
the school to get things done quicker 
and will enable students’ problems to 
be dealt with in a more localized or 
personal way.
T he Department of Higher Educa­
tion was responsible for dealing with 
budgets for all the state colleges and 
administering financial aid. The new 
system w ill involve each school talking 
directly to the state treasurer and each 
school will discuss how much is needed, 
financial Aid will now be administered 
through the Treasurer’s office as well.
“I personally believe that students 
will experience no major changes as a 
result of the Governor’s actions,” said 
Deputy Provost and Associate Vice 
President for Academic Affairs Dr. Gre­
gory Waters.
M o is r r
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Affirmative Action and admission at MSC
Associate Dean of Student James Harris believes there are not enough black and Hispanic students at MSC]. Most in the administration would agree. Since blacks comprise 8.1% of 
the student body and Hispanics 9.6% in an area with a large minor­
ity population, the college has developed an array of special pro­
grams to bolster minority enrollment. Have they worked? Som e­
what. But the college has continually fallen short of its stated goals. 
And, unfortunately, the harder it works to increase minority enroll­
ment, the more it risks solidifying a racial double-standard for the
Affirmative Action measures have been introduced to increase the number o f minorities at 
MSC. The chart illustrates the racial balance o f MSC's undergrads.
admission into MSC.
T he Minority S tudent Enrollm ent 
Committee chaired by Harris is cur­
rently in the process of coming up with 
numerical “goals” for black and His­
panic enrollment at MSC. “We look at 
the total number o f students expected 
to be enrolled then  decide upon the 
num berof minority students we would 
like to sec among that total,” Harris 
said.
I larris explained that MSC has his­
torically drawn the majority of its s tu ­
dents from the five counties of Essex, 
Hudson, Bergen, Union and Morris. 
His committee wool ultimately like to 
see the demographics of MSC’s s tu ­
dent body more reflective of these 
urban counties, said Harris.
Harris expects his com m ittee to 
present enrollm ent goals to the Pro­
vost before the end of the semester.
MSC’s practice o f setting racial goals 
for full-time freshm en admissions be­
gan in 1987 in response to a resolution 
by the Board of T rustees to redress 
inadequate m inority  enrollm ent. A 
five-year plan, centered around nu ­
meric quotas for black and Hispanic 
admission, was put into place that year 
and expired in 1991. There has been 
no numerical plan since then. I larris 
expects the new goals being form u­
lated by the M inority Student Enroll­
m ent Committee to be completed this 
semester.
Admission
T here are basically two ways to be 
adm itted into M SC. Students e ither 
en ter the college via regular adm is­
sion, or they becom e students by way 
of a special admissions program. T h e  
special admissions programs at MSC 
include the Equal Opportunity Fund 
Program (EOF), the Program for Aca­
dem ic and Student Support (PASS),
I lealth Careers and Special Talent ad­
missions. Num erical goals are sug­
gested by the M inority Student E n ­
rollment Com m ittee forblackand I lis- 
panic students for each type of adm is­
sion.
Regular Admissions
While extracurricular activities and 
personal essays may help in the adm is­
sions process, s tuden ts  are admitted to
MSC primarily on the basis of their 
Academic Index, according to Admis­
sions Director Dr. Alan Bucchlcr. The 
Academic Index, or AI, is a ranking 
based on a student’s SA T scores and 
class rank. 'Flic AI is derived by means 
of a sliding scale. A studen t with an 
SAT com bined score of 1120 and a 
class rank of 30% would have an AI of 
200. So would a student with an SA P 
combined score of 700 and a class rank 
of 95%. T h e  average AI of Fall 1993 
regular freshmen admits was 217. That 
average fluctuates each year based 
upon the AIs of freshmen applicants to 
the college.
“T h e  college has been committed 
to increasing the num ber of African 
American and Latino students on cam­
pus,” said Bucchlcr. But how can the 
Admissions Office increase the num­
ber of African American and Latino 
students if it must admit according to 
a numerical formula? “We make spe­
cial attempts to recruit,” said Bucchler. 
Representatives from the admissions 
office visit high schools with high m i­
nority populations. They visit with 
guidance counselors from those schools 
to help them help their students apply 
to MSC. They also invite prospective 
freshmen to tour the campus, have 
lunch, meet with current students.
How have these efforts m easured 
up to recruitment goals in the past? 
T h a t’s really not a fair question be­
cause the Admissions Director had 
never seen a minority enrollment goal 
before being interviewed for this story. 
After being presented with a copy of
the 1987 Board of T rustees resolution 
which called for the creation of minor­
ity enrollm ent goals, Buechler said he 
had “no knowledge” of the resolution 
nor any numerical goals resulting from 
it. “All decisions [concerning regular 
admission] are made in this office,” 
said the director.
“If the administration is not in sync, 
not aware of goals, not institu ting 
steps,” said Harris, “you can’t go any­
where.” H e ’s right. According to a 
memo from MSC President Irvin Reid 
to m em bers of the Academic Program 
Planning Com m ittee dated, the goals 
for regular admission African Ameri­
can and Latino full-time freshmen in 
the Fall 1990 sem ester were 52 and 65 
respectively. T hat year only 27 Afri­
can American and 31 Latino full-time 
freshmen entered M SC via regular 
admission.
Equal Opportunity Fund
“T he  purpose of the EO F program 
is to get students adm itted into New 
Jersey highereducation who have been 
excluded in the past because they have 
not m et academic and financial re­
quirem ents,” said Dr. Michael Brown, 
director of the EOF program. Students 
must have lower SA P scores (600-750 
as compared to M SC’s average 900 
combined score), lack certain college 
preparatory units from high school, be 
from low income families and be in the 
top 60% of their class to qualify for the 
program, said Brown. The average AI 
of EOF students is 160. Extracurricu­
lar and com m unity service activities 
arc also considered in EO F admissions.
So is race.
In the E O F ’s Taking the h irst Step 
Toward Success pam phlet there is no 
indication that the program is closely 
connected with the college’s Affirma­
tive Action program. E thnicity  is not 
discussed in much of the program’s 
promotional literature, but Brown says 
he “expect[s] the majority of EOF stu-
. # Photo courtesy oI Public Information
Associate Dean of Students, Dr. James Harris
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dents to he African Americans." Ac­
cording to Brown, the EO F is com ­
prised of 40% African Americans, 40% 
L atinos, 15% C aucasians and 5% 
Asians. “W e’d like at least that (per­
centage of African Americans and 
Latinos),” said Brown. T he  reason for 
this, according to Brown, lies in the 
roots of the program which was formed 
in response to the 1967 riots in Newark 
and Paterson. “People were living out- 
sidc of the mainstream; in poverty,” 
said Brown, “We believe education 
can lead to empowerm ent through eco­
nomic and political developm ent.”
Once adm itted through the EO F 
program, students arc eligible foryearly 
grants ranging from $200 to $1,000. T o 
Fill the tuition gap, the F inancial Aid 
office assists in fashioninga package of 
various grants and loans based on indi­
vidual need.
EO F students then begin their col­
lege career with a mandatory six-week 
summer program which is designed to 
help participants adjust to college life. 
This “intensive orientation” stresses 
group counseling, leadership skills and 
the proper attitude necessary to excel 
in an academ ic environm ent, said 
Brown.
To encourage retention, EOF stu ­
dents are provided access to tutorial 
and counselling throughout their ca­
reers at MSC. As a side benefit to the 
college, many programs available w a ll 
MSC students owe their origin to the 
EOF, said Brown. “Fmhanced coun­
selling and service,” basic skills and 
tutorial services have all been adopted 
campus-wide from EO F services, said 
Brown.
Program for Academic 
and Student Support
In 1981, a program was formed to 
address the low rate of black and His­
panic students at MSC, said Geraldine 
Barlow PASS director. T he program, 
then called the Special Tutorial Pro­
gram, allows students with lackluster 
Academic Indices admission. T he  AI 
of PASS students range from 165-185.
In addition, students receive counsel­
ing from MSC graduate students.
While the program was designed to 
help minority students, Barlow said 
the program docs help white and Asian 
students as well. “T he overwhelming 
majority o f PASS students are African 
A m ericans and I lis p a n ic s ,” said 
Barlow, “but we do not exclude. Our 
intent is to mirror the EO F program.”
Health Careers and Special Talent
The Health Careers program, ac- 
cording to a statement of purpose given 
to the M ontdarion, combines formal 
course work, comprehensive support­
ive services, field experience, and fi­
nancial assitancc to undergraduate stu­
dents preparing for a career in the 
health professions. T he program is of­
fered to “highly motivated and aca­
demically capable students of color.”
Special Talent admissions is notone 
program but a blanket term referring 
to admissions based on talents such as 
athletic or artistic ability. While there 
is no centralized admission board for 
special talent admissions, the college 
docs set goals for African American 
and Latino enrollment through this 
program.
For the Fall 1990 semester, the col­
lege hoped for 12 African American 
and 11 Latino full-time freshmen spe­
cial talent admissions. T here  were only 
two African American and one Latino 
full-time freshmen special talent ad­
missions that year.
The Scope of Special Admissions
A ccording to P re sid en t R eid ’s 
memo, one hundred forty eight Afri­
can Americans were adm itted into the 
college as full-time freshmen for the 
Fall 1990 semester. Of those, 27 en­
tered the college through regular ad­
mission; 82 entered via EOF; 37 were 
admitted through the forerunner of 
the PASS program, STP; and two Afri­
can Americans were adm itted via spe­
cial talents admissions. That weans 
slightly more than 81.1% o f the college's 
African A merican freshmen admissions for
that year entered the college under special 
circumstances.
Latinos did not fare much better. 
One hundred fifteen Latinos were ad­
m itted into the college as full-tim e 
freshmen for the Fall 1990 sem ester. 
O f those, 31 e n te red  the co llege  
through regular admission; 71 en tered  
via EOF; 12 were admitted through 
STP; and one Latino was adm itted via 
special talents admissions. Seventy  
three percent of Latinos freshmen were 
adm itted to MSC under special cir­
cumstances.
Lack of preparation dam aging
While there are clearly d ifferent 
standards for admission into the col­
lege, once in, all students must take
and pass the same courses. Quite of­
ten, special admits have difficulty 
keeping up.
“We retain 35% of E O F  students 
over five years,” said E O F  director 
Brown, “T w enty  percent graduate in 
five years.”
Accord i ng to the p res id en t’s memo, 
over 63% of full-time African Ameri­
can freshm en enrolled via regular ad­
mission in 1988 were re ta ined  in 1990. 
In contrast 55% of special adm it full­
time African American w ere retained 
over the same period.
T he reason for the w eak academic 
showing of special adm its, according 
to Dean I Iarris, is the lack of prepara­
tion p rov ided  by urban secondary 
schools. “W e’re at their m ercy,” he said.
-Kevin Colligan, IN U  Coordinator
A book of opportunities - or discrimination?
Stop by the Career Services office and you will 
find binders full of job and internship opportunities 
for every major offered by the college. You’ll also 
find that one of those binders is exclusively for 
minority students.
The book is primarily filled with internships. 
“Employers for full-time positions can’t say they 
require a candidate to be a minority or a women,” 
said Eileen Bruck, Director of Career Services, “but 
they can use code words such as ‘minorities and 
women are encouraged to apply.”’
Some of the internships are offered by small, 
minority-orientated organizations such as the Con­
gressional Hispanic Caucus and Black Data Process-
ing Association, according to Bruck, bu t many are 
offered by large companies looking to increase 
the proportion of their minority workers.
State Farm Insurance, American Cyanamid 
and the Federal Burueaoflnvestigationareamong 
the larger employers which recruit m inority em­
ployees from MSC.
W hile the special opportunités are good news 
for minorities, they do exclude white m ales solely 
on the basis of their sex and race. Is this unfair? “I 
don’t think so,” said Bruck, “there are many more 
internships open to all students in every field. If 
you are willing to work hard for little, or nothing, 
the opportunities are there for everyone.”
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April 13
OSAU Explode with colon Color Explosion Fashion Show
7:00 p.m. Student Center Ballrooms
Conservation Club Earth Week. Lectures, activities
April 22 ,23 ,24
Get wet and excited- whale watching trip to Mass
April 27
Drive-In "Dazed and Confused" and "(
when the sun goes down
TIRED, EXHAUSJEDkCONHJSED? 
WELL, THE Sffit tyAE AN EVElh I 
THAT WILL EA9f  YOUR mttllHH
Carnival once again. # •
© /
May 1 ,1 9 9 4 ?  Outdoor Jam
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AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TO O .
There’s a Ford or Mercury Just like You... 
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a 
Graduation Present to Help Make it Your Own. . .
• $400 Cash Back or •
Personally speaking, what you drive says a 
lot about who you are. So why not say you're 
one of the most exciting, fun-loving, even 
sensib le  people going? In other words, why not 
say it with a sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now's the perfect time to make a personal 
statement— because the 1994 Ford & Mercury 
College Graduate Purchase Program** gives 
you your choice of $400 cash back o r a  
special fin an ce  rate* when you buy a new 
Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle and get 
$400 cash back!
Special Finance Rate*
Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified applicants 
pre-approved credit up to $18,000 or the MSRR 
whichever is lower, which could mean no down 
payment on finance purchases. You may also 
defer purchase payments for 120 days in most 
states (excluding Michigan, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).
So take time out to see your Ford or 
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask about 
the College Graduate Purchase Program. (It's a  
terrific way to show the world just how smart 
you really are!)
‘ Special Finance rate alternative and Ford Credit programs not available on leases 
“ To be eligible, you must graduate with o bachelor's or graduate degree, or be enrolled In graduate school, between 1/1/94 and 
9/30/94 This program Is in addition to all other national customer incentives, except for other Ford private offers, including the 
Young Buyer Program You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/1/94 and 9 /30 /95  Some customer and vehicle 
restrictions apply, so see your dealer for details
Ford
Credit
Visit Your Nearest Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealership Today... 
or Call 1-800-321-1536 for Details on the College Graduate Purchase Program
///  M E R C U R Y
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WMSG, Member of a 
Dying Breed
by Kathryn A. Dean
“101.5 WMSC-FM, the station that 
brings you all the best new music that 
you just can’t get anywhere else.” Do 
these words sound familiar to you? If so, 
you have probably been tuned into 
MSC’s radio station and have probably 
gotten a healthy dose of such alterna­
tive bands as Ween, The Dentists, Angel 
Fish and The Cham Save Kittens.
WMSC began in 1967 as90.3 WVOM 
(V'oicc of Montclair) and was a carrier 
current, which means that the station 
only reached the immediate area. In 
1973, the station changed frequencies 
and has been at 101.5 ever since.
Located in room 110 at the bottom of 
the S tudent Center, WMSC plays new 
and alternative music. T h e  station op­
erates on Monday-Friday 7 a.m. - 11 
p.m. and Saturday and Sunday from 3 
p.m. -10  p.m. The weekend is devoted 
to specialty shows such as Country, Rap / 
House and Reggae. Newscasts occur 
five m inutes before every hour and in­
clude International and National news, 
sports and weather. In leu of commer­
cials, WMSC plays Public Service and 
Community Bulletin Board announce­
ments.
According to General Manager Mike 
Hyde, WMSC is a legal, viable public 
radio station that is regulated by the 
Federal Communications Commission. 
“We are a true college radio station, a 
dying breed. We play music the others 
won’t touch. We are constantly pushing 
the envelope,” said Hyde.
Unlike most college radio stations, 
WMSC’s listening audience is gener­
ally area high school students. Program­
ming Director Chris Miguel said that
though their target is mainly MSC col­
lege students, they’re glad that teenag­
ers are listening because it “helps them 
have a connection to the college and 
may draw potential students.”
Darrin King, public relations direc­
tor, feels that generally MSC students 
do not take advantage of the radio sta­
tion. “At any given time we are giving 
away tickets to shows in the city. We 
also give away records, CDs and tapes,” 
said King.
Contrary to the opinion of some, the 
opportunity to become a disc jockey is 
not strictly for broadcast major. New 
members are welcomed in any capacity. 
Some choose to obtain their F'CC li­
cense, some just do news, Hyde said.
According to Hyde, in order to get 
your FCC license you need to be an 
apprentice to a licensed D.J. He also 
commented that people normally learn 
quickly.
“I am new at MSC this semester and 
it was real easy to get involved. Within 
a few months I was on the air,” Brian 
Baldinger, a WMSC D.J., said.
WMSC recently bought a $7,000 re­
mote system to obtain sound bites on 
campus, and last year the studio re­
placed its board at a cost of over $20,000.
The station recently made headlines 
in The Star Ledger, The Bergen Record And 
the Montclarion with WMSC’s interfer­
ence with WXKIJ in Trenton. Currently 
WMSC shares the same frequency with 
WXKU. The move would slide WMSC 
down the dial to their signal position at 
90.3. Reluctant to talk about the move 
Hyde said, “T he  FCC has yet to ap­
prove the move to 90.3.”
Tonight
3 p.m. Art Forum Lecture: Glen Kaufman, fiber artist, Calcia Auditorium 
3 p.m. Softball: MSC vs. Stockton, Quarry F ield.
Friday
11 a.m. Music Discussion: “Beethoven: T he  Late Piano Sonatas,” music
building, room 53.
Noon Music: Visiting choir from Graz, Austria will perform music by 
composers from 16th-century Imperial Austria and by composers influenced 
by them, McP'achern Recital Hall.
3:30 p.m. Bascsball: MSC vs. William Paterson, Pittser Field.
Saturday
11 a.m. Baseball Ceremony: The baseball team will be honored for their 
position as the 1993 Division III champions, Pittser F ield.
Noon Basesball: MSC vs. Trenton State, Pittser Field.
Noon M en’s Tennis: MSC vs. Rutgers-Camden, courts.
Noon Softball: MSC vs. Kean, Quarry Field.
Sunday
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m. Mass, Newman Center.
Monday
8 a.m. - 2 p.m. CERAF Conference: Managing the Fxonomic Transition 
in South Africa,” Student Center Ballrooms.
7:30 p.m. ORGANIZATIONAL M E E T IN G  FOR STU D EN TS: 
Formation of a campus club dealing with concerns related to women will be 
discussed, new building, room 178.
Tuesday
10 a.m. Workshop: “Careers and the Work Environm ent,” Student 
Center Ballrooms.
10:30 - noon Open House: Representatives of HMOs and dental plan 
organizations will answer questions about open enrollment for health and 
dental coverage, Russ Hall, Kops Lounge.
3 p.m. Career Planning Seminar: “How to Plan an International Career,” 
Student Center Annex, room 106.
8 p.m. Lecture: “T he Federal Deficit: FTom Here to Eternity?” by 
Warren Redman, Student Center Ballrooms.
Wednesday
8:30 a.m. - noon Conference: “Caregivers of Older Adults: Healers and 
I leroines,” Student Center Ballrooms. Fee: $10 students, $15 faculty and 
staff, $20 general admission.
Students gain experience in radio, while playing the "best" new music..
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T he Swamp Fox is spon­
sored every Tuesday by AHA.
Bam Barn’s is sponsored 
every Wednesday by T4>B.
The Swamp Fox is spon­
sored every Thursday byTOB.
3rd Degree is sponsored 
every Thursday by 'FZ4>. 
Tonight’s Mixers 
A4»E with AX 
0KX with ZBT 
0E  with 4>M and AOE 
4/8 AZY will have a party at 
La Chatue in Jersey City.
THE
Fundraising 
0 E  is selling M&Ms.
ZBT is having a hagel sale 
Tuesday in Mallory Hall.
ZZZ is sp o n so rin g  a 
greakwear sale Thursday.
4>ZE is sponsoring Greeks- 
R-Us on Monday in Caf. B.
Philanthropy
4,Z4> held an F'aster egg 
hunt for handicapped children 
at the Harry A, Moore School, 
ZZZ is walking in the Super 
cities Walk on Sunday.
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"Theta Xi Mixes Social with Service
by Rich II roan
Since its founding in May of 1989, 
the (iamma Mu Chapter of Theta Xi 
National Fraternity has heen active 
oncampusand in the community. Five 
years after the first members decided 
that they wanted to start a new na­
tional fraternity on campus. Theta Xi 
is succcssfuly blending their role as a 
social fraternity w ith a strong dedica­
tion to the community.
This year, while celebrating the 
national organization'sl30th anniver­
sary, Theta Xi is challenging both it­
self and other campus organizations to 
take it upon themselves to better the 
world we all live in. They offer the 
challenge to both themselves and the 
campus to quit complaining and criti­
cizing about the problems encoun­
tered and work to change them. I lope- 
fully, right now you’re askingyourself, 
“ 1 low can I help?” I’m glad you asked.
T heta  Xi recognizes the many dis­
eases confronting our world. Theta Xi 
has chosen to focus its attention on 
m ultiple sclerosis as their national ser­
vice project. In an attem pt to conquer 
this crippling disease, they have been 
volunteering at the National MS Soci­
ety in Cedar Knolls every Friday. T hey  
will also be participating in the MS 
Walk on Sunday April 10 in not only 
one, but three,different locations-I.ib-
- •
erty State Park, Balti­
more and Clifton. They 
strongly encourage in­
dividuals and other or­
ganizations to join them 
in the battle against the 
disease that affects hun­
dreds of thousands of 
Americans.
Theta Xi’s interests, 
however, do not stop 
with MS. They partici­
pate in the Adopt-A- 
I lighway Program, visit 
the M.J. Children’s I los- 
pital and  a nursing 
home, serve food at a 
soup kitchen and placed 
third in thcA lum ni 
A ssoc ia tion ’s Phon- 
a t h o n .  U p c o m in g  
projects include the 
March of Dimes Walk
for I lealth icr Babies, 7'he members of the Gamma Mu Chapter o f Theta Xi National Fraternity are trying to improve the world 
w orking in tim ately through serving their community. 
with th e  M ontclair
YMCA and other projects still being 
explored by the Philanthropy Commit­
tee, including a volunteer tutoring pro­
gram at Clifton High School. These 
projects not only bring a smile to the 
faces of the individuals they are help­
ing, but also to their faces because they
know they are m aking a difference in 
other people's lives.
Well, are you up to the challenge? If 
you or your organization is ready to start 
making a difference in other people's 
lives, and would like to help with any of 
the above programs (especially the up-
DONT BE 
THE NAN 
WITHOUT 
THE MAN 
WITHOUT 
FEAL
Pick up the newest 
DAREDEVIL 
comic books, 
trade paperbacks, 
and graphic novels at:
COMICS 
AND GAMES
3MPMPWM AVI/ 
BOTI 23SOVHI
900137-1711
M N - m n t o f
l A f - m n t a é
n i « m
coming MS Walk) or if your organiza­
tion has any projects planned in which 
you could use our support please feel 
free to contact Philanthropy Chairman 
Rich Broan at x5513. Just remember - 
this is your world, what have you done 
la td v to im p rw
Noteworthy's
Pre-Registration Advisement
Undeclared and want to be advised? The Academic Advising C enter will 
help you out until April 14. T h e  hours will be as follows: Mon., l ues., 
Wed.: 9 -1 1  a.m.,1 - 3 p.m ., Thursdays: 9 -1 1  a.m., 4 - 6 p.m.
Fridays by appointment only.
Course Books Are Available
T he Summer and Fall Semester Course Booklets are available in College 
I lull and the Student C enter.
Women's Issues
Are you interested in issues affecting women? If you are, this is your 
chance to help in the formulation of organization on campus which will deal 
with these concerns. A meeting will be held on Monday, April 11, in the 
new building, room 178.. The m eeting  is being sponsored by the Women's 
Studies Program and the W omen's Center.
Elite Entertain
Jersey's Most Dynamic DJ's 
Present Montclair's own:
Tony Garrow
You experienced us at the Cotillion! 
Call now for summer parties including: 
Weddings, graduations, and summer picnics.
1- 800- 388-3533
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Student Life
Southern
by Anthony O'Donnell
The fo/louing requires a short explanation. 
()n the way donen to A rgrnrina, ¡spentsome time 
in Colombia. One night while there, /  hae! the 
misfortune to expenemr some of the ek'd unrest 
whuh troubles that country. lim it is, raw am! 
unrevised as written in Santa Marta, a feu 
hundred yards from the deathbed of Bolivia.
I’m still recovering or adjusting to what 
happened last night. After 24 hours on a 
bus, 1 should lx; able to sleep, but I’m too 
churned up. I’m full of fury and my mind is
racing with hindsight.
It happened about 12:30 a.m., I think. 
We had left Bucaramanca some time be­
fore and had just stopped briefly at 
Aguachica. What was happening became 
clear very quickly and I was mentally pre­
pared. The shout went up from the driver, 
“ ¡Nos atacaron!” — “We’ve been at­
tacked.”
Then, lookingforward, I sawa man with 
a long-barrelled weapon mnning toward 
the lights of the bus. He w as masked and 
camouflaged. There was a disturbance in 
the driver’s compartment, then the man 
burst into the body of the bus. I le shouted 
for everyone to remain seated and raise 
their hands above their heads. There was a 
great sense of alarm and uncertainty in the 
air, just a little short of panic.
As Rosario (a Colombian friend) and I 
were in seats numberone and two, we were 
accosted first. Rosario was in a very shaken 
state as the man uxik off her jewelry. I Ic 
next came to me, grasped the chain on my 
neck, then cast it off as mere silver. To my 
surprise, he took no interest in my watch 
either. He went through the bus doing 
things like this which, in retrospect, was 
more of a pacifying process than the real 
business of the robbery, because he did it 
with no thoroughness. Very soon he was at 
the front of the bus again, shining the light 
in my face. I kept my eyes closed.
1 certainly had my wits about me and 
feltapowerful interest which waged against 
my fear. I was thinking what might be done 
in defense, but the stakes were high and, 
though 1 had only seen two of them, there 
may have beenanynumberofothersarmed 
with god knows what. My great concern 
was that their aims might include more 
than simply robbery. I was very unhappy 
with the fact that I was in the most visible 
position in the bus and that I was racially 
conspicuous. The next thing I knew, I was 
ordered to stand up. I le ¡ratted my down 
rapidly and ordered me off the bus. “'1’his 
could be very bad,” 1 thought “1 hope I’m
Exposure
not the only one.”
I here wasasense ofreliefinsteppingour 
of the bus dow n onto the stairs, the air was 
humid and fireflies brilliantly dotted the 
meadow beyond the fence. It could have 
been a ty pical New Jersey summer night. I 
felt calm away from the charged and close 
atmosphere inside the bus and felt no over­
whelming fear as another ladron/guerrilla 
ordered me to walk I know not w here.
The action went into its next phase: all
the men were marched out one by one. This 
achieved, the first man began to examine 
more thoroughly, the baggage and the per­
sons in each aisle. Rosario was the first and 
she was sick with fear.' I he man handled her 
without reservation and took some more 
valuable jewelry .
He repeated this process diroughout the 
bus. While he was at it, the other (for it 
appeared by nowr that there were only two 
who entered the bus) shined the light on 
Rosario repcatcdlyand especially in hcreyes.
When the first had finished with all the 
others, he returned to Rosario and my bag. 
I le drew out my bottle of Glenmorangie ten 
yearold single maltScotchandaskcd Rosario 
if it were drink. She said yes, and he hoisted 
off a swallow. After almost spitting it out, he 
said, “¡Carajo! this shit is strong, what is it?” 
Rosario answered, “whiskey.” I le said, “no 
thanks!” and put it back in the bag.
Meanwhile I was flat on my face w ith my 
hand over my head, making an informed 
study of the insect life ofColombia. I was just 
one of a crowd now and I imagined that they 
would leave us alone, so long as we didn’t 
interfere. It took a long time for all the men 
to be marched out. Most of them showed 
signs of disorientation and uncertainty in 
their gait.
At first I enjoyed the relative comfort of 
stretching out outside, and the ground was 
not as mucky as it first appeared. I prided 
myself on my ability to make myself com­
fortable in such circumstances, but after a 
while, my shoulders began to ache badly. 
'Hie insects were a constant nuisance, at 
times almost insupportable. I tried to remain 
as dead-still inconspicuous as possible, but 
found it necessary at times to move.
We were there for probably 45 minutes 
before some other process lx*gan. Each man 
was ordered to stand and move in turn. Soon 
it was apparent that we were undergoing a 
more thorough frisking... I took my turn very 
tranquilly, feigning staggering sleepiness to 
mask my weakness in understandingorders. 
was frisked and lost the little money 1 had
left.
I went back to my s|x>t on the ground, 
looked over by the man with the shotgun. I 
lay there, my arms aching, wondering how 
one could prudently resist in such cases. If 
there were only two, and they were lone 
thieves, rather than gucmlleros with close 
support... Well what could any of us do. least 
of all without conferring?
I still feared the possibility of some other 
disposition of the captives after the business 
was done. I wondered what it would be like 
to take a round in the sternum. But I really 
wasn’t horribly afraid. I even though they 
could goa long w ay before I would really lose 
my cool. “I could stand a Ixxit to the head 
with a grxxl grace,” I thought. But what 
if...what ifth is were it? Todieon this tranquil, 
humid night so much like home. I low toil­
some it seemed to face death properly, to 
stripofflayersofdcnial and recognize the real 
limits and responsibility of one’s situation. 
'To make a good death...
l ime wore on and I felt really impatient.
I felt an urge to ask, “look, just how long arc 
you bastards going to Ire? l  ake the fucking 
swag and leave us alone.” Wiser counsels 
prevailed. The Ixrredom was possible Ire- 
cause the “landroncs” were so relaxed. 
'Hiey’d received complete cooperation and 
seemed grateful in a way. I’his was a good 
sign.' I "hinkingabout my own probable grxxl 
fortune, I wondered how Rosario was getting 
on inside. These guys did not strike me as 
rapists or sadists of any sort—they were very 
methodic and businesslike—but Rosario 
seemed a likely target forcrude sport, if there 
should Ire some inclination. She was pretty 
and fair and in the most exposed spot on the 
bus.
After a time, we were marched in again, 
one by one. Some kind of talk t<x>k place in 
the driver’s compartment after all had 
reboarded. It perplexed me. Though I was 
so close, I couldn’t hear words and couldn’t
tell whether the men had left
Soon it appeared clear they had. Discus­
sion began to burble in the bus. What now? 
The thieves were supposed to have taken 
the keys. Were there not other keys? Were 
we supposed to sit here all night and wait for 
more bandidos? A woman almost sobbed 
that if we were to go, they would shoot the 
driver. Rosario was badly shaken but com­
posed for the most part. She asked me if I 
thought the men had left and what we ought 
todo. I said I didn’t see w hy they would want 
to hangaround, but I thought the decision to 
stay or go was the driver’s.
Meanwhile, 1 was counting my lucky
stars. Noone had Ixren harmed and though
my cash was gone, my traveller’s checks 
were rejected as useless and put neatly 
back to w here they had been. My books 
and papers were w here thev had lx:cn, 
including mv passport. Neither had they 
taken interest in my Walkman, or praise 
God, mv camera. What a damned rotten 
thing that would have been w ith five and 
a halfmonthsstavvetahead. And ofcoursc. 
they had not taken the precious 
Glenmorangie. I was amused that they 
took only my money and left mybooks and 
my grxxl scotch. Rosario said that if they 
had but known its price, they would have 
taken it.
A decision had lx:en reached to leave. 
Back-up keys had been produced and 
preparation made. The decision had not 
lx:en unanimous. For my part, I would 
have lx:cn happy to stay w here we were 
until daw n. I Incomfortable, yes, but to my 
mind a safer course.
So the bus started to reverse; Rosario 
was very afraid. I drought cverythingwould 
be fine. It wasn’t. We hadn’t moved many 
yards before the men returned.
The men seemed calm. "The first one 
walked back and forth on the bus again, I 
suppose, just to make a point. Unfortu­
nately he came back to me. I kept worrying 
that they might have some policy of mak­
ing an example for those who failed to 
cooperate. I le seemed relaxed about pos­
ture, “hands-up” etc., and I thought this 
was for the best. I le w ent back to my pack, 
pulled out my Walkman. Great, I thought. 
'I’his had lx:en conserved for me thus far, 
only to lx: lost at last.
I le made to listen to it and asked me 
what sort of tape was in it at the moment. 
I said I didn’t remember. He turned it on 
and listened. I Ic seemed to fairly groove to 
the music (it was an old Beatles’ song, I’ll 
Cry Instead.”) He then skillfully undid the
battery compartment and asked about what 
he found. I told him it was a special battery 
which needed a charger. I le closed the 
compartment carefully and then handed 
the player back to me.
When asked why he had gone against 
instruction, thedriversaid some thingabout 
there being an infant and young children 
on board. 'I’he highwayman agreed that 
we might as well goand asked only that we 
wait five minutes.
We got back on the road and I won­
dered what the chances were of being 
stopped again.
My great concern was their 
aim s might include more than 
simple robbery.
...to strip o ff layers o f denial a n d  
recognize the real lim its and re­
sponsibility o f one's situation. To 
make a good death...
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Some "New"tntion
by Renee Anderson, Dawn Kelly a n d  Lorraine H offm an  
title artwork by Rachel Bellafx
Although National Nutrition Month is behind us.thcrc is no better time to keep 
the theme alive than to introduce a new bi-weekly addition to the Montclarion. 
Our goal is to provide you, the readers, with informative, factual food and nutrition 
related-data to help set you in the right direction towards creating a healthier you.
Despite its sometimes negative connotations, "nutrition" does not mean eating 
miniscule portions of bland, tasteless, colorless food. Good nutrition is simply 
making sensible food choices. But who knows what a "sensible food choice" is 
these days? O ne magazine says one thing and the next tells you something 
completely different.
Have no fear, we are here to help you.
Serving Sizes
Breads, Cereals, Rice and Pasta
3/4 cup cold cereal
1/2 bagel
1 slice bread
4-6 crackers
1/2 cup rice
Vegetables
1 cup raw vegetables
1/2 cup cooked vegetables
Dairy 
1 cup milk 
8 oz yogurt 
1 1/2-2 oz cheese
Meat & Alternatives 
2-3 oz meat
2-3 slices luncheon meat 
1 egg
1 cup cooked dry beans
What Happened to the 
Four Food Groups?
Cliche as it sounds, we arc w hat we cat. T he best defense against the top 8 
leading causes of death in this country - heart diseases, strokes, atherosclerosis, 
cancers and diabetes millitus - is an adequate nutritious diet. Our body is made 
from the nutrients we consume. So what is a nutrient?
There are 6 types of nutrients: protein, carbohydrates, fats, vitamins, minerals 
and water. Calories arc not nutrients. They are a measure of energy supplied by 
food when it is used by the body. T he nutrients that supply calories (energy) are 
carbohydrates, fat and protein. Protein and carbohydrates supply 4 calories/gram 
while fat supplies a whopping 9 calories/gram (a paperclip weighs a gram).
A nutritious diet contains a balance of the 6 types of nutrients. One of the 
most comprehensive guides we have to meeting our nutrient needs is the 
Food Guide Pyramid. Designed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA), the Food Guide Pyramid has replaced the four food groups many of 
us grew up with. This publication will affect the way people view nutrition 
for years to come.
The bottom of the pyramid emphasizes w hat the base of our diet should be 
- bread, cereal, rice and pasta. Six to eleven servings are recommended daily. It 
is recommended to consume at least 5 servings of fruits and vegetables a day. 
T he dairy and m eat groups form a band near the top of the pyramid with a fewer 
number of servings required. At the tip are fats, oils and sweets, which are not 
considered a major food group, and should be used sparingly.
Each of the groups in the food guide pyramid supply some but not all of the 
nutrients you need. For example, milk is rich in calcium but a poor source of 
vitamin C, orange juice is an excellent source of vitamin C but contains no iron 
or calcium and beef is a great source of iron but not of calcium. No one group or 
no one food is more important than another. All essential nutrients can best be 
acquired by choosing different foods within each group.
Preventative medicine is not the only reason to eat healthy. We feel better 
w hen we take control of our lives and often food is one area that controls us. 
Choose from the abundance of available foods, try new ones and improve not 
only your physical body, but also your mental and emotional well being.
What  did you eat  
today?
Fat Group 
Milk Group 
Meat Group 
Vegetables 
Fruits
Bread Group
888
88800
0 0 0 0
O O O  0 0 0 0 0 0  o
y  Fill in the dots and sec how your diet rates.
A
Fruits
1 banana, apple, orange 
1/2 grapefruit 
6 oz. fruit juice
Fat
1 Tbsp cream cheese/salad dressing 
1 tsp margarine or butter 
1 slice bacon
Food Guide Pyramid
A Guide to Daily Food Choices
Fats, Oils, & Sweets 
USE SPARINGLY
KEY
a  Fat (naturally occurring □  Sogars 
and added) (addod)
Those symbols show lata . o ils, and 
added sugars in loads
Milk, Yogurt, 
& Cheese
Group
2-3 SERVINGS
Meat, Poultry, Fish, 
Dry Beans, Eggs, 
& Nuts Group 
2 -3  SERVINGS
Fruit 
Group 
2 4 SERVINGS
Bread. Cereal. 
R ice, & Pasta 
Group 
6-11
^  SERVINGS
. Food G uide Pyramid. (USDA. Food Guide Pyramid. April 28, 1992, Washing­
ton, DC.)
Necessary Nutrients:
Proteins arc the building blocks 
of the body. T hey arc necessary for 
normal growth, maintainence and re­
placement of body cells. They also 
form the hormones and enzymes used 
to regulate body processes. Any extra 
protein is used to supply energy.
Carbohydrates include  
starches, sugars, and dietary fiber. 
Starch and sugar supply the body w ith 
energy. Dietary fiber provides bulk to 
the diet, which encourages regular 
elimination of w astes.
r  a tS  provide energy and are earn­
ers for fat soluable vitamins. Some fats 
help form cell membranes and hor­
mones. They lend flavor to food. Your 
diet should not include more than 30% 
of its energy from fat and no more than
10% of saturated fat.
\ itamins are organic substances 
needed by the body in very small amounts. 
They do not supply energy, but they help 
to release energy from carbohydrates, fats 
and proteins.
Minerals are also needed in rela­
tively small amounts and do not supply 
energy. T hey  are used to build strong 
bones and teeth, and to make hemoglo­
bin in the red blood cells. T hey also help 
maintain body fluids.
Water is often called the forgotten 
nutrient. It is needed to replace body 
water lost in urine and sweat. W ater is 
necessary for the transport of nutrients, 
removal of wastes and as a regulator for 
body tem perature. Eight glasses a day 
are recommended.
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W E E K E N D  C O L L E G E
STUDENT ASSOCIATIO N  
P R E S E N T S
" F I E S T A  I N  A M E R I C A "  
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From the Left
By Frank Fleishman
Have you noticed how politics have changed in the 
past few years, or even in the past few months? Politi­
cians, especially the more conservative ones, have a new 
way of addressing social problems: simple answers!
Are you homeless? Get a job! On drugs? Just say no! 
Is crime the problem? Just obey the law. Worried about 
AIDS? Just abstain from sex. Violcnceand sex on TV and 
in music? Implement ratingsystems and warning labels. 
International problems? Just threaten them with force.
Nobody seems to understand that the problems men­
tioned above are complex problems. There are no simple 
answers. Let’s take the homeless first. At least seventy 
percent of the homeless population in the United States 
are mentally ill. How can you tell a mentally ill person to 
just “get a job?”
Drugs are another complex problem. Nancy Reagan 
went all over the United States telling kids and adults to 
“Just Say No” to drugs. While she was at it, she should’ve 
stopped by the local mental health clinic and told the 
manic-depressive people to “just cheer up” because 
that’s pretty much the effect she had on the drug prob­
lem. It’s interesting how our drug policy focuses on 
punishing drug dealers and drug users instead of trying 
to find out why people use and sell drugs. It’s just our 
crime problem. Our lawmakers are just so eager to make
Letters...
Too eager to make 
penalties stiff
penalties stiffer that none of them ever pause to think 
about why people commit these crimes.
Sex and violence on television is a touchy issue, but I 
feel that programs such as Berm is and Butthead and NYPD 
Blue and singers and music groups such as 2 Live Crew 
and Ice-T, no matter what you may think of them, arc 
protected under the First Amendment. Nobody is forc­
ing anyone else to listen to music or watch TV. It’s as easy 
as switching channels on the TV or radio.
Are we, as a nation, becoming so intolerant and 
complacent that we feel that a few words or the use of 
force is going to solve our problems? We need housing, 
we need drug and crime policies that are baseo on the 
idea that these problems affect people. The vast major­
ity of people did not put themselves in their predica­
ments. People don’t choose to be mentally ill. The vast 
majority of homeless people haven’t chosen to be home­
less.
So, until we as a nation come to the realization that 
problems need solutions and not pointless sloganeering, 
we will continue to have these problems at the extent 
that we have them. When we realize that we are dealing 
with human beings and that human beings and their 
problems are complex, we will have moved one step 
further on the golden road to a better United States.
President Carter calls on the 
administration to act
Dear Editor,
Far be it for me to sound apocalyptic, but I have a great 
concern for the future well being of our student body. 
There has been a terrible rash of incidents here at MSC 
that have adversely affected and in some cases compro­
mised the safety and security of our campus, both resi­
dents and commuters alike. If we are to flourish in the 
academic arena, students must feel confident that their 
health and security are of primary importance and that 
the mission of this institution speaks to the notion that 
the protection of students is paramount to the successful 
completion of a degree. Over the course of my tenure as 
[the Student Government Association] President and 
my dealings with various divisions on campus, I do not 
see a commitment on the part of our administration 
towards actively pursuing tangible measures to protect 
the student body. I believe the time is now long past.
Last week’s Montclarion focused on two assaults on 
campus, one sexual, both violent. One of our fellow 
students was struck on the head with a pipe, severely 
injured and remains under medical supervision. The 
other victim, in an unrelated assault, was attacked by two 
men in the library, sexually violated and the suspects are 
still at large. Every student now must walk our campus 
in fear of being the next victim. Must a student be raped 
or worse before MSC recognizes the need for action?
Two weeks ago, the Montclarion ran a front page story 
chronicling a fire in one of our resident halls. The blaze, 
according to Residence Life, was caused by a faulty 
exhaust fan located in the bathroom of the suite. Alleg­
edly, the residents had issued a work order with the
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building, but their request to get the fan fixed prior to the 
fire went unheeded. The property of these students, 
their peace of mind and their very lives were put into 
jeopardy by the inability of Residence Life to maintain 
the facility. This is not only unacceptable, but deplor­
able.
I call for our administration to immediately address 
these issues with a firm resolve to alter the course of 
deteriorating society. The leadership of the SGA is 
willing to work in coordination with the president to 
foster a campus environment where no one lives or walks 
in fear. On the academic side, our institution must offer 
courses in self defense. We must install a rape crisis 
center on campus to intervene the moment a sexual 
assault occurs and to educate both men and women on 
date rape, sexual violation and ways to cope after an 
assault. On the facilities side, I believe it is self evident 
that our residence halls must reach a goal of 100% safety 
and security. I feel students must be more vocal and 
radical in their efforts to impress upon Residence life 
utter discontentment with the current state of affairs. T  o 
these goals, I pledge my unadulterated support. I hope 
that by the time I leave office, we have a campus filled 
with vibrant students, not fearful victims.
Sincerely,
James “Appetite” Cotter
Student Government Association, Inc.
President
U A  il IN f i  |l
Residence Life 
residents' 1
t
Residence Life has the right to enter your dorm at any time to 
This, according to the contract students are forced to sign in orde 
not debatable.
But, under these rules, how far is enough? Over this last spring 
in Blanton Hall that students who had left their doors doublelock 
only persons with access to their rooms would be the resident ass 
It could have been a spot check, where officials check rooms ft 
Residence Life codes. It could have been the Faster Bunny. Wh 
were put in jeopardy by the people who are hired to keep them s 
Residence Life is run like a dictatorship as it is. Eighty dollar f 
rooms, ten dollar fines are given if one plug is left inmistakcnly c 
checks of your belongings at the door. If we as students are going 
paying exhorbitant prices, we should be given respect.
Spot checks should be limited and fines should fit the offense, 
an eighty dollar fine, not painting a room. There does not exist a < 
with labor added. If Residence Life insists that they continue to I 
and look at their belongings, then they should at least leave thing 
And a word to incoming as well as resident MSC students. No' 
been commented on by the Montclarion, think before you fill out \ 
ments off campus can go for a lot less and with that low price con 
your right. Privacy.
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tents' lives
your dorm at any time to inspect your belongings and your room, 
are forced to sign in order to gain access of on-campus housing, is
ugh? Over this last spring break, three complaints were reported 
;ft their doors doublelocked, returned to find them not so. The 
vould be the resident assistants or EFA officials, 
e officials check rooms for safety standards and any violations of 
n the Easter bunny. Whatever it was, at least three students 
are hired to keep them safe.
lip as it is. Eighty dollar fines are given out for illegally painted 
lug is left iinnistakenly during a recess. Not to mention the spot 
we as students are going to live here under these rules while 
given respect.
es should fit the offense. Leaving doors single locked deserves 
. There does not exist a can of paint that costs that much, even 
its that they continue to hold the right to enter anyone’s room 
Jhould at least leave things as they found them, 
sclent MSG students. Now that Residence Life policies have 
hink before you fill out your meal and boarding card. Apart- 
1 with that low price comes something that is expected as well as
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Another vote against the cryin'
Irish
I was greatly pleased to read Anthony O’Donnell’s 
article entitled “Southern Exposure” in last week’s 
Montdarion. Why? Well frankly I am sick and tired of late 
to turn on the news and hear about the evil English in 
Northern Ireland, how the British government is abus­
ing the Catholics and what a savior Jerry Adams is to the 
Irish people. Let me tell you something, I was born in 
Northern Ireland and lived there for sixteen years (basi­
cally all my life) and I am not ashamed to say that my 
parents arc British and I am (God forbid) a Northern Irish 
Protestant.
What did this mean for me growingup? A nice life free 
of prejudice and abuse just because I don’t attend mass? 
I think not. One thing, if you are to understand anything 
about the situation in my country, is that the people, 
namely the IRA and the UVF (the Protestant version), 
who blow up pubs, churches, cars, buildings, and the list 
goes on, really don’t care about religion or about who 
they arc hurting (because if they did they wouldn’t be 
killing people). Of course the IRA are not that retarded 
that they would blow up a Catholic church, just as the 
UVF wouldn’t blow up a RUC police station, but the 
majority of the violence is a random tit-for-tat battle that 
has persisted since 1690.
So people are looking for a solution to the violence and 
prejudice that has torn a country apart for longer than this 
country has been inexistence. Well I don’t want to sound 
ominous but I don’t sec a way that will completely 
change people’s beliefs. Beliefs that are so ground into 
their psyche, into their everyday existence and into their 
heritage that when they see two people together, one in 
a Catholic uniform and one in a Protestant school uni­
form it makes them throw glass bottles at the couple.
This was my experience. Prejudice has no bound­
aries. Even with education and enlightenment it will 
never be wiped away, because if all the hope you have in 
life is a future of working in a supermarket because you 
didn’t succeed in school (in Northern Ireland you can’t 
buy your way into college as you can in this country) then
what goal do you have in life. None, just a vengeance 
against being born and having to grow up in a country 
that you think should be yours, but it isn’t because 
somebody else is there. And your parents tell you that 
you arc trodden on, and you hear the same message 
through the actions of para-military groups. So what do 
you do? You join them to fight for your cause. An illusory 
cause that gives you illusory freedom and illusory hope 
in a country whose politics are based on the same 
principle.
I suppose I sound bitter. Well I am because the people 
who are persisting in this tradition are a tiny minority of 
Catholics and Protestants. A minority who are deepen- 
ingthe wounds, mistrust and bitterness of the place I call 
home. And when the bastard (excuse my language) Jerry 
Adams stands on a podium in New York City and 
proclaims that there will be peace in our time, well I 
know that it is yet another tactic of the IRA, sorry I mean 
Scin Fein to rail at the British government yet again.
So what would Northern Ireland be like without the 
British government? Firstly it would have a weaker 
economy than it has now. If you think this country is bad 
try buyinga pair of jeans for fifty pounds when you make 
under three pounds an hour. T he unemployment would 
rise dramatically and the violence would not stop, be­
cause there would still be Catholics and Protestants who 
would still hold onto the same beliefs.
So the solution? Although education is slow and does 
not come with a guarantee, I believe that it is only hope 
the country has. This is not a simple task, because to 
undo the web of hate that has entangled the country for 
304 years is not going to be accomplished over night. So 
when you hear about Northern Ireland hold your instan­
taneous thoughts that the cure is a simple solution of 
kicking out the British, because without some kind of 
control the minorities would have destroyed the place 
years ago.
Ruth Otterburn, Junior
English and Education
Calle in Exile
By George Calle
I Ic's Baaaaaaack!
There has been some confusion over the past several 
weeks over my absence from these very pages. In that 
time, a multitude of amusing misconceptions have 
surfaced. Today, I return.
I was not abducted by aliens and forced to suffer 
unspeakable scientific proddings. I was not in Waco 
trying to retrace my roots to David Koresh. I was not 
taken into some English Department Seminar room 
and chopped up into a zillion tiny pieces and buried 
next to Jimmy lloffa under section 103 in Giants 
Stadium.
None of that occurred.
My decision was based solely upon the fact that 
there were other responsibilities that needed to be 
taken care of around the Montdarion before April 8 came 
around. On that day, I will officially submit my letter of 
intent to take a leave of absence from my position so that 
I can concentrate on my upcoming bid for SGA presi­
dent.
I arrived at this decision after much discussion with
Montdarion Treasurer, Chris llinck. It became clear 
that it would not be appropriate for me to be the person 
ultimately responsible for reporting on the upcoming 
SGA elections and to also be a candidate in those same 
elections.
I have missed our open conversations i n these pages. 
I have not stopped fighting for what is right for all of us 
as MSC students and Americans, I am simply going to 
take the battle to another level.
Events that have taken place since we last spoke 
continue to show us that this world is crazy and getting 
crazier. T he Long Island massacre defendant, Colin 
Ferguson, isclaimingadefenseof'Black Rage", Vladimir 
Zhirivnovsky continues to rally support for his blatantly 
racist and destabilizingplatform in Russia, North Korea 
continues tooppose the international will and threatens 
to turn Seoul into "a fireball", Campus Police officials 
remain completely unwillingand incapable of realizing 
that they must, by law, release information that is public 
and, last but not least, one meaningless, memo-happy, 
insignificant little cockroach who's opinion means shit 
to me, continues to ask me for a response to some silly 
exercise in futilty he engaged in recently.
I suggest that person make sure his/her proverbial 
ass is covered. I know it's not.
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I suppose I should begin by introduc- 
ingmyself. MynameisMichaclGummelt 
and I am a film student here at MSC. I saw 
the ad in the Montclarion and decided that 
ifsomeone really wanted to hear someone 
else’s opinions about art and entertain­
ment, why not mine? Well, I’m going to 
carry this a little further and include my 
two friends with whom I see most of the 
movies I’ll be reviewing. Their names are 
Perfecto Cuervo (yes, it is!) and Michael 
Jaworski.By using their observations as 
well as mine, I hope to give you a compre­
hensive and diverse set of opinions on the 
films which I will be reviewing.
The first film I would like to discuss 
here is currently playing but not likely to 
be much longer. It’s called The Hudsucker 
Proxy by Joel and Ethan Coen (Joel 
directed, Ethan produced and the two of 
them along with Sam "'EvilDead" Raimi 
co-wrote). As you might know, these are 
the two who have brought us great oddi­
ties such as Raising Arizona and Barlon 
Fink. They have a knack for taking Holly­
wood standards (in this case, a 1940’s-era 
screwball comedy about newspapers a la 
Howard I lawks’ His Girl Friday) and ma­
nipulating them into something 
unique and entertaining.
I'his particular work of theirs is 
about a company that wants to lose 
money for less-than-scmpulous rea­
sons. T o  achieve this, they promote 
the seem ingly  imbecilic T im  
Robbins (The Player) to president of 
the company and watch their stock 
plummet. The talented Jennifer Ja­
son Leigh (Rush, Single White Fe­
male) plays a newshound who smells a rat 
and goes undercover at the company.
Paul Newman (as the V.P. of the com­
pany) and Robbins give good perfor­
mances, but the real standout in the cast 
is Leigh. She plays her character so au­
thentically that she reminds one of 
Rosalind Russel (His Girl Friday). She is 
truly a talented actress and will be some­
one to watch for in the future.
After my friends and I sec a film, we 
usually end up discussing it afterwards. 
H ere’s basically what transpired at 
Houlihan’s after viewing The Hudsucker 
Proxy.
Perf was disappointed: he expected 
much more from the Coen brothers. He 
felt the writing was well below par for 
them, especially the characterizations. 
“My favorite character was the elevator 
guy, he was funny, man!” He also felt that 
the camera work was only occasionally 
impressive. “Their worst film yet.” (Perf 
supports his negative review by citing 
that this was a film the brothers had writ­
ten as one of their first and had put it aside 
until recently - thus explaining its inferior 
quality.)
Mister Jaworski, however, felt the writ­
ing as well as the camera work, which is 
innovaitve, were good. There are many 
plot points that you just won’t find in 
standard movie fare (the ending was com­
pletely unpredictable). Mike’s only ma­
jor problem with the film was Jennifer 
Jason Leigh. Apparently, every time she 
appeared on the screen, he wanted to slap 
her! (Uh...get help, Mike!) He has ex­
plained to me that he likes Leigh as an 
actress, however, he felt hercharacter was 
designed to get laughs and failed miser­
ably at it. So he found the character an­
noying and hence the violent reaction. 
“No offense to Jennifer Jason I>eigh!”
Critique
by Paul Douud_____
Material Issue 
Freak Cit
Soundtrack 
Mercury
Material Issue has released Freak City 
Soundtrack (Mercury), the anticipated 
follow up to Destination Universe. It is the 
third album for the Chicago trio featur­
ing l e d  Ansani on bass, Jim Ellison on
The f f k
Fashion ^  
Boutique
by Deanna M azza
Spring is the perfect time to practice 
wearing hats accordi ng to Francine Parnes, 
Denver Post fashion ed ito r. 
This spring dresses emerged in a myriad 
of soft pastel colors constructed in light­
weight fabric. Because of this, feminine 
hats are brought back in full force. 
Complimenting the flowered dresses of 
the season are straw or transparent deli­
cately woven material hats overflowing 
with flowers.
Picture hats, wide brimmed hats, pill 
box crowns with upturning brims and 
portrait brims can all be used to exude 
your desired look while drawing favor­
able attention. New York milliner Frank 
Olive said that by far spring’s most popu-
Coming up...
The MdSTCtAMOS m il provide free listings ofyour A&E events i f  you drop a note off 
to Kelly Schah, the A&E editor; by Friday at noon.
Thursday, April 7
ART - Gallery One, “Two Views/Sculpture and Drawing.” The artists are Soo- 
Hung Lee and Richard Taylor. Runs through April 20.
- Photography, Nicole Strafaci. Runs through April 12..
TH EATER- Mainstage Theater Series concludes its season with “The Divin­
ers.” Show times are 8 p.m. on April 28 through 30 with a 2 p.m. show on April 29, 
8 p.m. on May 6 and 7 and 2 p.m. May 8 in Memorial Auditorium. Ticket prices are: 
$7.50 general admission, $6 senior citizens and $3.50 students with I.D. For more 
information, call the MSC Box Office at (201) 655-5112.
Friday, April 8
MUSIC- T he  visiting choir from Montclair's sister city of Graz, Austria, will 
perform music by 16th century Imperial Austrian composers, music by composers 
who influenced them and a group of Austrian folk songs. Noon, McEachern Recital 
Hall, admission is free.
Sunday, April 10
MUSIC- Spring concert featuring Montclair High School students under the 
direction of Oscar Ravina, a member of the New York Philharmonic since 1963 and 
a professor in the Department of Music at MSC. The program includes “Sinfonia 
in F Major” by C.W. Gluck, “Romance for Four Solo Violins” by Joseph 
Hellmesbcrgcr, “Sonata for Three Solo violins" by Ignaz Lachnerand “Simple 
Symphony for Strings" by Benjamin Britten. Show time is 3 p.m. and the suggested 
donations are: $5 for adults and $3 for children.
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Mike says Owen Glcibcrman (Entertain­
ment Weekly) agrees with him, bu t 
Glcibcrman is an imbecile.
As for myself, I enjoyed the film not 
only for its far superior writingand camera 
work (superior to mainstream films) but 
also for the atmosphere - it left me feeling 
upbeat and a little silly (it is a silly film). As 
for Perfs complaints: I agree that this is 
not their best work, but that doesn’t mean 
it’s not good. As for Mike’s complaint: I 
suppose I found Leigh’s character enter­
taining because it was such a perfect hom­
age to 1940’s movies, while Mike de­
spised her for the same reason. 
continued on page 19
lead vocals and guitarand Mike Zelenko 
on drums.
With past hits like "Diane” and 
“Valeric Loves M e," Material Issue has 
built themselves quite a big following in 
the college scene. Freai City Soundtrack 
may thmst them into stardom.
While the songs seem to be more 
polished, “Kim the Waitress” and “I 
Could Use You” this may be credited 
towards E llison’s maturation as a 
songwriter.
Many songs do retain that free-for- 
all style of Material Issue, such as “Goin* 
Through Your Purse," “Ordinary Girl" 
and "She’s Going Through My Head.” 
More melodic songs include “The Fan” 
and “One Simple Word,” which takes 
on a Cheap Tirick sound to it
Any number of songs could be cho­
sen as singles, with “Kim the Waitress”
continued on page 19
lar hat is wide brimmed.
The introduction of silver to ’94 spring 
fashion spurred milliners to utilize the 
color in their creations. I his innovation 
allows consumers to easily pair elegant 
hats with matching jewelry and shoe ac­
cessories. The hats and silver hue some­
how finishes pastel colors found so read ily 
infree-flowingdressesand business suits.
When searching for the “perfect" hat, 
try different styles. Crowns and brims 
vary in size depending on the particular 
style. It’s advantageous to shop around 
and find the look you’re most comfortable 
with if you are not too keen on donning 
hats.
For those who are not brazen enough 
to spend $124 on a bonnet, alternatives 
exist. Leisure hats have been surfacing on 
runways and college campuses alike. As a 
result, the industry has seen significant 
growth in the demand for finishing caps, 
crushers and baseball caps. These street 
looks reflect the trends of the season 
fashioned in denim, plaid or other trendy 
fabric. These hats may be worn to further 
accentuate a particular color in an outfit.
With all these options bad hair days 
may be a thing of the past!
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CD continued from page 18
and “I Could l sc You" seeming to he 
favorites. I 'he hand will be hitting the 
road vers shortly, opening up for INXS 
this summer, break City Soundtrack ^ con ­
sistently good, never loses interest and 
could turn out to he a big success for these 
guys.
Reg E. Gaines 
Please Don't 
Take My Air 
Jordans 
Mercury
The kind of spoken word Reg E. 
Gaines performs can be labeled performs 
can be labeled as urban haiku. Please Don V 
Take My M r Jordans is a selection of 
Gaines’ spoken word pieces dealing with 
social criticisms on black and white cul­
ture in America. Gaines pulls no punches 
and gets to the heart of the matter on 
excessive force of white cops, interracial
Welcome, loyal readers, toanotherspe- 
cial installment of PR O PH ET BIGG! 
Sally, part two.
PROPHET- You made some state­
ments in your presentation that made me 
feel that you don’t like newspaper report­
ers very' much.
Sally Jesse Raphael- It’s not that, so 
much as the fact that I believe the news­
paper is a dying medium. I mean soon it 
will all be on computer. And that will also 
replace the television.
I don’t know how much longer the 
entertainment end of TV will last. It will 
become menu driven. You want to watch 
sports a menu comes up saying football, 
baseball, basketball, hockey. And you 
select one and it will say this game or that 
game or the other.
PROPHET- How do you respond to 
the cpiestions that your show and shows 
like yours only serve to churn up the 
minutia of society?
S J .R -  Simple. If they didn’t want to 
watch it they wouldn't. T here are millions 
of people who watch our shows. So what 
does that say? What do the critics try to 
say? T he public doesn’t have the right to 
watch what they want to? 20million people 
a day.
What newspaper writer can say that 
“All you 20 million are fools for watching
relationships and black and Jewish rela­
tions.
“Just Another Misunderstood Brother” 
is a tribute to the late, great Jimi I lendrix, 
set against the guitar work of Gordon 
Gaines. “Eulogy” examines the case of 
Annie Rac Dixon, who was killed by 
police in Texas mistakenly during a false 
drug raid. Gaines uses a soothing jazz beat 
to offset the harsh reality of his words. 
“Jamaica to Roslyn” deals with the ex­
ploitation of immigration labor by the 
white upper class upon the often Jamai­
can and Haitian workers.' I lie title track is 
the story of a teenager who only wants to 
look good, whatever the consequences. If 
it means taking another life to get his Airs, 
then that’s what he has to do. “Water­
melon, Lox & Bagels” pleads for har­
mony amongst blacks and Jews.
Gaines is a modern bard with innova­
tive ideas. His awareness and honesty 
leaves the listener thinking about his sub­
jects and ultimately illicitsan opinion and 
emotion that great poets strive for.
it.” The majority of the health news in 
this country is presented by our shows. 
Alcoholism. Oh, that’s that guy who drinks 
all the time down at the bowery. No, it’s 
not. It could be the doctor next door. 
Incest. Oh, that’s a couple of people in the 
Tennessee Mountains doing that. No, it’s 
not. More people watch talk shows than 
read any health column of any newspa­
per.
PROPHET- You and people like Phil 
and Oprah have sort of set the foundation 
for the “successful” talk show. Others 
have come along and tried to change the 
structure a little and haven’t lasted long. 
Do you have a comment on that?
S J .R -  What Phil, Oprah and 1 do are 
three different things. Oprah does what I 
call girlfriend. Hi, girlfriend! Phil is a 
political animal. I am Aunt Sally who lives 
down the block who you would talk to 
about these kind of things. Guys like 
Montel and Maury, when they try to get 
a guest to open up, well, it’s hard to 
swallow there sincerity. 1 mean I can’t see 
them in the bar the previous night with a 
guy goin’, “My wife this and that” and 
Montel or Maury going, “Tell me about 
it” in a soothing way (laughter).
Next week-LIVE! A special interview 
with the band by the PROPHET and 
WMSC’s Shoelace! Be there.
WWOR has capitalized on the recent 
boom of syndicated television in a big 
way.
It all started a little over a year ago with 
the introduction ofPETN, or Prime l ime 
Entertainment Network. Shows in this 
area are primarily produced by Warner 
Bros., and include Renegade, Kung-Eu-The 
I egend Continues, and Time Trax.
Syndicated television is no stranger to 
the Secaucus station- moldy oldie reruns 
of TheA-Team and Knight Rider have been 
astaple ofWWOR’s lineup since the mid- 
80’s.
Two new shows have been added 
w ithin the past two weeks- RohoCop: The 
Series, and the latest endeavour by pro- 
wrestler turned actor I Inlk I logan, Thun­
der In Paradise.
Forget about the Robocop movie se­
quels or the hokey cartoon. The original 
team that worked on the first movie is at 
the helm of the scries, and the quality is 
light-years ahead of the corny storyline 
that comic book wizard Frank Miller 
(Batman- The Dark Knight Returns, Dare­
devil) cooked up w ith for Ro/roCop 2.
Instead, the new series takes its energy 
from the original. OCP is still the quasi- 
bad organization, hell-bent on taking over 
New Detroit, the Old Man is still as shady 
and shrewd as ever, and RoboCop is still 
upholding the law and protecting the in­
nocent.
The new actor isn’t Peter Weller (and 
the actor’s name escapes me at the mo­
ment), but he remains true to the ground­
work laid down by Weller.
As a matter of fact, many of the things 
that gave the movie its appeal are in the 
series- the tacky commercials, the special 
effects, and puns on current society (in 
the movie, RoboCop visited Lee Iacocca 
Memorial School, and Alex M urphy once 
attended H. Ross Perot High School).
A l s o ,  
Robo( op s unique 
visual point of view 
is an added plus. 
Viewers can still sec 
how RoboCop 
sccs,justlikcin the 
movies. Flic new 
scries is fun. less 
bloodv than the 
film s (great for 
those who think 
thatviolenceonTV 
leads to hairs- palms and blindness), and 
looks like it may be around aw hile.
Thunder In Paradise is, in a nutshell, 
another in a long scries of tropical action 
shoot-cm-up shows, like Magnum P.I., or 
The A-Team, Knight Rider, ct al.
The show is about two cx-Navy Seals 
(Hogan and Chris Lemmon) who have a 
souped-up boat that looks like it’s got 
every possible device known to man in it- 
radar, sonar, guns, a hidden jet-ski that 
launches from inside the boat, everything 
that an ex-Seal needs for that morning 
commute.
It’s set in a gorgeous tropical resort 
environment, with scantily-clad men and 
women bouncing and bronzing on the 
beach. Costarring is supermodcl Carol 
Alt, who isn’t a bad actress. Then again, 
neither is I logan, who just switched to a 
different arena to act in.
In addition, pro (?) wrestlers make up 
the silent but ever present supportingcast 
for Thunder. If you look, you will find 
Brutus “T he Barber” Beefcake, Jim “T he 
Anvil” Ncidhardt, and Jimmy “"Flic 
Mouth of the South” Hart flexing their 
muscles and ogling at babes in bikinis.
T he show is entertaining. It’s got sexy 
guys and gals in skimpy swimwear. It’s 
got hot hardware. It’s also been done to 
death. Personally, I enjoy the show. It’s 
fun to watch, I love the tropics, and they 
have a cool boat.
I lowever, don’t expect this show to 
win a flood of P'mmys. T he equipment, 
the muscle, the attitudes, and the w hole 
nine yards have been a quick entertain­
ment fix for quite some time. Sometimes, 
it works. Sometimes it falls flat.
Thunders premiere was okay, intro­
duced the characters, and did all the things 
a premiere is supposed to do. Whether or 
not the boat will float remains to be seen.
See you next week.
P.O.V. continued from page 18
How would this movie rate on a 
purely entertainment-based level? Well, 
everyone has different tastes, but I l>e- 
lieve most people will find it to be 
mildly amusing and somew hat unset­
tling (not thematically, but in the way 
that it tells the story and sets up it’s 
scenes). It is precisely because of this 
that I expect this film to be gone from 
the theaters soon, but that’s no surprise. 
This film is unconventional, and that, 
by its very definition, means unpopu­
lar. This is unfortunate since it is un­
conventional filmmakers who change 
film as an art form. A perfect example of
this is Citizen Kane which bombed when 
it was released, but changed the face of 
filmmaking forever.
I warn you mainstream moviegoers 
that you really must keep your mind 
open to something different to enjoy 
this film-go without any expectations. 
For those of you w ho don’t quite think 
you can handle that, all of us highly 
recommend renting Raising Arizona, 
Barton Fink or Blood Simple to get a 
good introduction to the innovative 
work of the Coen brothers.
Hudsueket Proxy - **• 1/2
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S E N I O R  B A S H
THURSDAY, MAY J, 1994 
AT THE WESTMOUNT COUNTRY
CLUB IN WEST PATERSON, 8 PM
$25 PER PERSON 
INCLUDES DINNER, DJ, FAVOR,
AND OPEN BAR!
TICKETS ARE ON SALE NOW IN THE 
SGA OFFICE, ROOM 10? STUDENT
CENTER ANNEX
2 0
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The Monlclarion/ Thursday, April 7, 1994
r SMASHING PUMPKINS • \  v  W  V  /  BREEDERS* LIZPHAIR
• JAMES • ALICE IN \  / C H A IN S  • JAMES
BROWN • BJORK • \  L U U N G E  /  BEASTIES • CHARLA­
TANS UK • REV HORTON /  HEAT * CRANBERRIES
• FLOP «BIKINI KILL* FLAMING /  LIPS • PAVEMENT
• SPINANES »RAGE«NIRVANA \ • STEREOLAB • BECK
•LEFTFIELD • GARY CLAIL • /  WOLFGANG PRESS • DAWN
PENN • SHEEP O N  DRUGS \ T /  SWERDRIVER • NIN • TOOL 
•SUPERSNAZZ • CLUTCH • MAZZY \ /  STAR • SHAGGY • JERU 
•SHONEN KNIFE • GIN BLOSSOMS V  .  p e a RL JAM • CYPRESS HILL
• SONIC YOUTH • DEE POGUES • J & M CHAIN • SOCIAL DISTORTION 
•SUNSCREEM • STP • JAY DEG • WHITE ZOMBIE • THE THE • BUZZCOCKS 
•STEREO MCs • PAW • NED’S ATOMIC DUSTBIN • MORRISEY • DICK DALE
• CRAMPS • LINK WRAY • TOM JONES • TOM WAITS • NICK CAVE • FRONT 242
A
DJs SPIN THE SMART MIX
F O R  P E O P L E  O N  A  H E A L T H Y  A U R A L  D IE T
FREE ADMISSION
WEDNESDAYS
.50« DRAFT $2.00 SOL $2.00 JAGER
LA D IES  FR EE A D M . FREE ADMISSION BEFORE 10:30 pm
THURSDAYS FRI'S & SAT'S
.7 5  < D RA FT $ 1 .0 0  D RA FT BEFO R E 1 1p m
D I R E C T I O N S !  FROM ROUTE 3 TAKE THE "PASSAIC AVE/ROUTE 2 EXIT " MAKE 
A RIGHT OFF THE RAMP AT THE THIRD LIGHT (VAN HOUTEN AVE.) MAKE A LEFT 
G O  UP ONE LIGHT (BROADWAY) AND MAKE A RIGHT THE LOOP IS ONE BLOCK 
UP ON THE RIGHT
373 BROADWAY, PASSAIC PARK, N.J. 201-365-0807
C
W ednesday nights
starting February 23$ J 16oz.
Fitchere
Far D
A  Till Midnight
lover
¡2 W/6reek letters mAve
¡3 WColeqe I Proper ID Required
A Conference on
NAFTA
“FINDING A MARKETING NICHE 
IN NAFTA”
•Backgroundon NAFTA:
Willi (lie passing of Ihc North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) 
on January 1, 1994, the USA, Canada, and Mexico created the largest market on the 
globe (until E.C. admits more members). It combined the annual GDP of nearly $7 
trillion and 375 million consumers.
NAFTA promises more open trade and procedural simplicity. It provides 
tariff reduction, elimination, or phase out schemes. NAFTA creates a free trade 
areal not a common market. It provides cross border advantages to l inns in each on 
the countries. NAFTA will generate many marketing opportunities for all parties.
•Background on Niche Marketing
NAFTA has a big marketing potential not only for large but also for small 
and medium size companies. Niche Marketing is something like finding a needle in 
a haystack. Finding a niche simply means to find a small neglected market segment 
in which the leader, the challenger, or the follower does not have an interest. These 
companies go for mass markets. A small company therefore can identify such small 
segments and custom design the product or service and charge a high price to make a 
profit.
•Where and When:
Wednesday. May 4,1994 (8:30 am -4:30 pm)
Student Center Ballroom. Montclair State College
• Cost:
$16 Students. $125 non-students
Coordinator. Dr.N'adcein M Firoz. Marketing and International Business Department 
can be reached In phone at: (201 > 655-7446/4254 or In FAX at <2l)h 655-5312 
________________Funded by th e  Global Education Center_____________
M O N T  0 1  
C L A R I O N  L I
MISTER BOFFO
by Joe Martin
TUATS WHAT 1 SAID. I MEED A BOOK NAT LISTS SUPPLIES AND GIVES STEP BT STEP INSTRUCTIONS FOR BUILDING, RIGGING, ANO DETONATING THEN
NEU. VIRAT ABOUT TOUR OTHER BRANCHES’ OONT 
mr HAVE ANV BOOKS LIKE THAT »
\  v N \\l
BW. ANO PEOPLE NONDER NUT K'OS DONT READ
«X*
Snapshots by fig rag Joehl
here. Mr. Scarfoot, any comments?"
o o  M O N T
L L  C IA R IO N Newark absconded
H appy L oving Couples
DIRECTIONS Below are famous dating couples from the magical world of TV entertainment. Write down the name of the show in 
which these couples can be seen, then state whether the characters were married during the show's run.
TV  Show B id  they marry?
1. Richie Cunningham and Lori Beth A l l e n ____________________ _ _  ________
2. David Addison and Maddic Hayes ________________________  ________
3. Sam Malone and Diane Chambers ____________________ _ ________
4. Mork from Ork and Mindy McConnell  _ _  ________
5. Alex Keaton and Ellen Reed ___________________ _ ________
6. Andy Taylor and Helen Crump  _ _  ________
7. Carmine Ragusa and Shirley Feeney ______________________ ________
8. Maxwell Smart and Agent 9 9 _____________________ _ _  ________
9. Tony Nelson and Jeanme ________________________ ____________
10. Stephanie Vanderkellen and Michael Harris _____________________ __ ________
11. Donald Hollinger and Anne Marie ____________________ ________
12. Joe Gerard and Rhoda M o r g a n s t e m ________________________ ____________
13. Kevin Arnold and Winnie Cooper _________________ _ _____  ________
14. Ralph Hinkley and Pam Davidson ___________________ _ ________  ,
U
CULTURAL ID K X .Ï O U li  ANSWERS
I Hdppyrton. y*..’ Mount*..« no3 Clin, no
4 Murk jnJ M W v y*.
3 fornài Twi. no
t  TW Andy O r# *  SKm.  ge. 
7 Lnwm t md SA«4n no I GnSwi m9 I iMamjhmnm m
10 NeeAm. yn
II Mm  Ü a t  ns. (but they «ere
12. « M b . ye. (but (hey fut J. 
n k W )
13 71*, WowJn Vg-n. no
14 Tfc» G remets Am tntm  Hm a rm
13 M*A*S*H. no
from the Union and the f irst  words
by Mtk» Ptttrs
Comics
V  o u r  K e e l / H o r o s c o p e
by Ruby Wyner-b 
A A 8 P-certified Astrologer
Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. l9)The stars 
and a local TV weatherman are 
sending you telepathic messages 
in the form of low pressure fronts. 
Heed their word.
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) Your 
fellow employees are conspiring 
against you. They use your pen­
cils when you arc away from the 
desk, making them dull and use­
less.
Gemini: (May 21-June 21) Your 
health suffers when an evil sor­
cerer tricks you into eating an 
enchanted walnut.
Cancer: (June 22—July 22) The 
realization that “Urkel" from 
TV’s Family Matters is nearly 
thirty years old will crush you.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) The stars 
show financial success in the 
future. You’ll win a million dol­
lars eight seconds before suffer­
ing a coronary failure.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22) Ro­
mance is in the stars for you and 
a very unlucky Pisces.
Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) If you're 
hungry for adventure, attack a 
city bus armed only with your 
strange brand of deadly cunning.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) You 
deserve a break. Enjoy a bubble 
bath while Soupy Sales takes 
your kids out to see an R-rated 
movie.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
Getting a cereal flake shaped 
like the twelfth district is your 
sign to run for alderman.
Capricorn: (Dec.22-Jan. 19)Luck 
is in your corner when you 
stumble upon the world’s small­
est spoon.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) The 
memories flood back when you 
see a picture of your late mother 
in “Hustler.”
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) Disillu­
sioned with carpentry, you’ll find 
you cannot carry on until meet­
ing the tea delivery person of 
your dreams.
Ruby Wyncr-lo has picked a winner 
from her newsletter essay contest on 
what astral healing means to the lay 
man or woman hawthnme Du* Pree 
can pick up his/her prize Navaho 
Dream Catcher at Gassy's Bar and 
GriU.
C 1994 Onion Feature, Syndicate
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TH S FA R  S ID S  By GARY LARSON
Suddenly, and to Rodney s horror, the police arrived 
with nerd-sniffing dogs
O f f  t h e  m a r k  Oy Mark Paris,
Dear Joyce,
I have a girlfriend whom I have 
been seriously involved with and 
love very much. I have been living 
in an apartment with three other 
people, one of them is my best 
friend. She has made it known to 
me that she is in love with me. I 
have known her since we were in 
junior high and probably know her 
more than anyone, I know I love my 
girlfriend but I am starting to have 
feelings towards my best friend. 
What should I do about this whole 
mess?
Signed,
Confused and in love
Dear Confused and in Cove,
You need to ask yourself i f  you're 
feelings towards your best friend are 
strong enough to leave your girlfriend. 
I f  so, then go for it! I f  not, then l  think 
you should be honest with your best 
friend and explain to her what you need 
from her; a friendship. I f  her love for 
you continues to the point where your 
friendship is diminishing then /  suggest 
you move out. Moving out w ill enable 
you to avoid confrontations between 
your girlfriend and best friend. You 
now have room to see your girlfriend
are "Attention
freely and maintain your friendship with 
your best friend.
Dear Joyce,
I went to visit my best friend in 
the world at her college in Pennsyl­
vania. I spent the night there with 
her and her two roommates. We had 
a great time but drank a little too 
much. I noticed that my friend’s 
roommates were gone. I don’t know 
what I was thinking so I stole a shirt, 
pants and a sweater. My friend ques­
tioned my about it two weeks later 
and I confidently denied it. Now 
her roommates think she did it and 
everything is a mess. I feel very 
guilty but I don’t know if I should 
tell her because she will think l am 
a liar and a thief.
Signed,
Thief with a Conscience
Dear T h ief with a Conscience,
My mother always told me you 
can catch a liar faster than a thief. 
T o  make your conscience clear I 
would suggest you tell her the truth.
I know that’s easier said than done 
but think of how you would feel if 
she did this to you. In addition, 
don’t forget you were not in a sober 
state (I hope) and she is your “best 
friend in the world.” I lopefully, af-
Woolworths Shoppers
ter she passes her angry state, she 
will forgive you but don’t expect a 
near soon invitation to her college.
P.S. Don’t forget to give the 
clothes back with a letter of apol­
ogy and explanation.
[Tear Joyce,
I have been sleeping with my 
boyfriend for som etim e now and I 
am on the pill. I le asked me before 
we had unprotected sex about my 
past sexual experience. I lied and 
said I had only two sexual partners 
when in reality it was more than 
two. I had sex with him even after 
this conversation and now I teel 
horrible. The reason I didn’t tell 
him is because I was afraid he would 
break up with me and think I was a 
whore. My next step  is to get an 
HIV test. The results come in three 
weeks! I know I have to tell him 
but my chances of my previous pre­
dictions to come true are much big­
ger now.
Signed,
S O S .
Montclarion
I f  you have a problem that needs a 
solution, why not let Joyce have a go at 
solving it? Write to us a t the Mont­
clarion, Room J113.
M O N T  O Q  
C I  A R I  O N  ¿ 0
Classified-Personals/Thursday, April 7,1994
#123 and #130
PERSONALS
Christina,
Hey baby. I loves ya. Here’s  yer 
personal. The re s t  comes this 
weekend. Heh-heh.
Kevin
Aiissa,
I am still the only one who can spell 
your name correctly!
&ig Mick.
Beth
Thanks for your help.
Mick.
Cris,
It  is still an immense pleasure to  
meet you,
Mick.
Val A<I>E
Now I know why the blazer only co s t  
$5.
Angelina
Sex tip #5 is ?
KPK
Latex, you were definately missed in 
Panama City!
Mo-
So, you channelled Jim  Morrison?
Brian (AXP)
BOO!
G uess whoI 
Eric-
More coffee, Daddy?
Krivakians and Mo
To our couches- 
Come on already
B&7Valley -
Don’t  turn on light-Bad wiring is 
suspected.
The Electrish-Lynn
Freeman Hall Cheer,
It's over! Now i t ’s  time to get drunk 
and forget it.
Hey Dana and Krissy!
FA B  this!
Love Kris
Walko you definately do ju stice to  
those calrins.
Does anyone know where Bracey,
Virginia is?
Xi Class of Phi Sigma Sigma- 
Keep up the good work. It will all be 
worth It!
Love, Bounty #91
Chachl loves Joanny
Bayonne, (Senate)
To the m ost sexiest guy a t MSC. 
Love, U know who
Tony-
We have a t e s t ?  Oh, wait, I dropped 
it.
M att (4th floor PA in Blanton)
I think you’re cute! I’d like to get to  
know you better so  write me back!
A Blanton Admirer
CBISTY (Delta Phi Epsilon) Sorry 1 
couldn't be there on Tuesday-I'm still 
a youngster. Watch out for next 
week though, I'll finally be 
21IIUANGELINA
To the Mu Class o f DELTA PHI 
EPSILON Good luck my little ones.
I'm always here for you when you need 
me. Pemember it's worth it in the 
end. Love Mama Mu.
Eric
Urinate in any Snapple bottles lately? 
Prof. Live repot,
How quickly your calcium-depleted 
bones will snap! Smarten up.
Pupil
Paulo-
G et tipped over lately?
To swim team-
G et diesel a t  the field house 1
Knvakian o f the Akians-Akians
To my Big friend G,
Good luck in the Cabaret!
Pick-up
Krissy,
Do the lucky dance! 
Kris
Chris (Delta),
Once they take the 
bate do you “reel”
them in?
GO TO C.G.I's ON APPIL 13th. ITS  
GOING TO B E  THE B E S T  THING 
YOU'VE EVEP EXPEPIENCEDHWH 
THANXS.
Joanne(SIGMA) Can't wait to be 
roomies again this summer. We're 
gonna have a kicken a s s  time. 
Angelina.
Joe(AXP) I hope you enjoyed the 
wonderful fish dinner a t  my house. 
Nice talkin to y  a. Love lots, Angelina
Eric-
Who’s  Maria anyway? You mentioned 
her in passing once.
Hey E a s te r  bunny,
I won’t  ea t your Cadbury Cream Egg. 
Trust me.
I won’tMo Morlando
gave Jimmy the lighter fluid idea for
lighting the guitar on fire.
Jonathan-
Your paper sucks- really though.
B ig Ped,
I miss and I love you.
Erin
Tony-
1’11 see you in class - oh, wait, I 
dropped it!
Vinny-
Next time we’ll definately be stopping 
the car.
Apt. 2 0 9 A and Je s s :
Tanx for an awesome break! I love you 
guys.
Ann Marie
To the bastard who sto le my makeup 
case instead o f my wallet in 
Pichard&on Computer Lab- 
5UCKEP! Hope you ro t in hell!
P.5. What goes around...
Michelle G. (AIX)
Dream date with who? Oh yeahll 5o 
you want to  come to NE with usll
M ONT
C IA R IO N
How long could I survive ju s t  eating 
my own cuticles and water?
J u s t  wondering
To the E  pledge class (AIX)
I love you girls. We are almost there, 
and we will survive.
Love, Noreen
Tania,
I owe you big time. Thanks a million. 
Love, the Black Crow 
Hint #39-lf I were an animal, what 
would I be?
Ja y  (AXP) pledge,
You are GodI
Love, the secret pledge
Hlnt-a scissor!
Melissa,
Figure &, Yogi Bear, Trees, and many 
more strange thingsl Have a great 
time next year! I’ll miss youI B e s t  o f 
luckl
Love, your roommate Lauren 
P.5. Salad Man!
Theresa and Lisa,
I am almost done! I hope I have been 
interesting to  watch pledgeI Thanks 
for everything.
Love, Lauren
P.S.-Llsa, don’t  forget to  check your 
glass!
Ja ck  P. Warren,
The secret AIX pledges are watching
S a l e s
College G rad
Corporate
Accounts
Most corporate leaders 
achieved their fastest 
career growth in sales.
Let Prosearch with 
20+ years Fortune 500 
professional placement 
experience put you in 
direct contact with cor­
porate decision makers.
All fees assumed by 
client companies.
Send cover letter and 
resume to:
PROSEARCH. INC.
100 Metro Park South 
Laurence Harbor,
New Jersey 08878
Call 908-583-1800 
Fax 908-583-0040
- Classified-Personals/Thursday, April 7 ,1994  -
get Red Lobster Dude.
Loveya,
Alicia
Fledge s is te rs  (Sigma)-
We're doing great. Study hard! I love
ya all.
Love, pledge Alicia 
F.S. “Shake your thing”
To the ladies o f Zeta Fhi Se ta  
Sorority, Inc.- 
EE-TR.EE my sorors 
Love, “Charisma”- Fall '92
Red Mark-
I love your antisocial rat, Erin. She’s  
perfect for you.
Why are Thetas talking like Chachi? 
We are definately fighting someone 
tonight.
Faulo-Gonna get tipped over today?
To Corrine (New member Fhi Sigma) 
Welcome to the family! I'm so glad 
you’re my little. IFSL.
Karen, EO #95
AIX-#121,123 and 144,
Care to  SEER  SONG a t  11 a.m.?l 
AIX #130
Courtney Xi Class o f Fhi Sig, 
Welcome to our familyll 
Love, Rachel and Je ss ica
Mindy (AIX pledge)
I’m still watching out for you!
Love, a family tree member.
Rachel S . (AIX)
S o  when are you going to  graduate?l 
AIX #130
Silly-
Who's that girl you were kissing? 
What happened to the ODU girl?
youl
HAHAHA
Sigmas of AIX,
Do you believe it's almost over? S e s t  
o f luckI 
Love, Lauren
Krissy and Dana,
Dana, congratulations! You are the 
three-time champion from the 
SahamasI 
Love, Kris
Maria-
You are truly a diva!
Michelle (AIX)-
WHAT IN THE HELL are we doing in 
N J.I?  Now get to  NE!
“Cuffs” (AIX)
Robyn, Fam (Alpha Omega), Melanie 
(tri Sig), Rick (Crow) and Heva- 
Had a great time on Spring Sreakl 
Le t ’s  do it again next year!
Laura (Fhi Sig)
Jana, GX piedge-
Where would I be without ya! Don’t  4-
Rachel S . (AIX)-
You big loser-why don’t  you drop two 
more c la sse s?  Ha Ha.
Michelle #123
Francois (LQF)-
I’m sorry about the other night and 
the whole deal with the dishes. I love 
ya buddy!
Ann Marie
Considering Graduating? 
Considering Graduate School? 
Then Consider. . .
Name
ROWAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY 
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Glassboro, N.J. 08028
PLEASE SEND ME INFORMATION ABOUT . . .
□  MBA In Business Administration □  MA in Public Relations 
Q  M ST in Teaching
M A in Education
Q  Administration □  Special Education
□  Environmental □  School Psychology
Q Library □  Student Personnel
□  Reading □  Teaching
____________________  SS.0
Address_ 
City____ State _&p_
College now a r ten ding _
FEE :
To my little chicken, I'm so glad 
you’re in my family. I love you! 
Love, Lisa
FEE : Caroline,
Thanks for an awesome Spring 
Sreakl
Love, you know who
M ID D L E S E X  C O U N T Y  COLLEGE
• Want to make up a course that 
was not your finest hour?
• Want to lighten next year's course load?
• How about that course you "always wanted 
to take" but couldn't fit it in?
Take up the challenge at
I T ' S  H E R E ,  MIDDLESEX COUNTY COLLEGE
I T ' S  N O W  In Edison, New Jerseya a  J  n v  » *
A N D  Y O U  C A N  • 300 classes ranging from Organic
A F F i t R I )  I T J  Chemistry to American Musical Theater
/N a 'a 'L J a d u J  *  4  • and including business, social sciences and
humanities.
F i r s t  S e s s i o n  B e g i n s  • Varied scheduling — 4,5,6,7 & 13 week
w _ v  sessions. Day and evening classes and
^ * •* 7  *  Independent Study.
• Join students from over 100 different 
colleges and universities who will be taking 
I I  a course at MCC this summer.
MIDDLESEX Registration is taking place NOW!
COUNTS COLLEGE C a ll ( 9 0 8 )  9 0 6 - 2 5 2 3  fo r
p.o. box 3050 r e g is tr a tio n  in f o r m a t io n .*
EDISON, NJ 08818-3050 • M a n  reglsterm* lor any count at MCC. have the Iranala a  edit approved by the Office ol Academic Allan« at your collie
Niyati 
(AIX)- 
Want to go 
to
Nebraska
this
weekend-1 
miss him. 
-Michelle 
#123
Sigma 
pledges of 
Gama Chi, 
Luck to us 
all,
Keep up 
our
strength
and
courage. 
Study  
hard and 
we will be 
rewarded.
S tick  together because Sigma Delta
Fhi is the best Sorority  on campus 
and all this work is so  worth it.
Love and affection,
Jana
J e f f  Q (TKE-FZ 9 6 )
You're my best friend and my biggest 
supporter. I will always love you.
Jana  Leigh
Face and Joe (TKE pledges)
Don't feel bad, it ’s  only a sprain and 
her knee isn't broken (we think). I 
don't blame you - ju s t  the MSC 
football ta ctics you used. Ju s t  
kidding-I love you guys!
Jana
Sig,
How come your feet are always 
showing in the mirror?
Love, your Little
FEE : Good luck Xi c lassI 
Love, Lisa V.
Michelle G. (AIX)- 
Spring break two was incredible - 
wait until spring break. Nebraska is 
going back next year - want to go!! 
Michelle #123
Erin (AIX pledge)
I’m behind you th is weekend.
I love youl 
Your Sig Sig
John (Theta Xi)
When are we going to  get together? 
Fhi Sig #91
Carrie (AIX)
You and Al knew I needed the 
minderaser Sa turday night - yeh 
right. Thanks.
Michelle #123
Niyati (AIX)
Next time make sure they are not
rommates
Michelle #123
Hey Marky. how ya  doin'? Tuesday 
was the best, Nature Soy, I had lo ts  
o f fun, by the way I think you should 
buy a new bottle o f  Valerian Root. Oh 
Voy! Fourth date Huhl 
Ceci
Congratulation-
To our new Frat brothers o f Fhi Se ta  
Sigma Frat. Inc., Spring '94 
Love your Sorors o f Zeta Fhi Seta  
Sorority., Inc.
Melissa (Fhi Sig)is/iorsrr
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Don't Forget About
JESUS
Now that EASTER is over!
C hi A lpha
Christian Fellowship 
Invites you to a
CELEBRATION!
Thursday nights at
8:00 p.m. 
in rm. 411 in the 
Student Center
(take the elevator to the 4th floor)
oz M O N T
Z0 CLARION
a Class III organization of the SGA
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K.
To the beet baseball 
team in Dlll- 
Thanke for a great 
time in N.C.
Dawn, Jenn and Kim
Sorry about missing the meetinge! 1 Caseie, Courtney, Chrietine, Poeanne, Hey Suean (Theta),
promiee 1 won't do it anymore! Janine, Dawn, Corine and Samantha. 1 am Goooodl
Love, your Little I.P.S.L. Love Stephanie
AlX-Panama City Girle AIX Sigma Pledgee- Billy-
What in thee helllll Good luck next week! Don't ever, ever say you can’t  winl
Michelle #125 Love your Dean #150
K a n d K E E E
AIX Pledgee- Nate- 1 won with three, better luck next
Good luck th is laet weekend and your The eeede are growing (aleo-you’re Spring Break
laet week! killin’ me). Dana
Love your Dean D&7 Valley
K and K,
To my Little Dawn (Phi Sig) Cuffs (AIX) You shouldn’t  stare, even though it
I’m eo proud o f you! Keep up the good Enough said! Ha ha - How’s  Jail? wae eooo big!
work1
Love, your Dig, Laura
Ann Marie Dana
Picky (AXP): Look a t the feet in the mirror Big!
To Jenny C. (Phi Sigman) Panama City wae the beet. Thanks Love, your Little
Our tree keepe getting bigger! There e for coming. Hey. wanna go to Po'
no etopping ue now! Biddy’s  for lunch? To all my roomies in Apt. 203A:
Love, Laura Cacci Panama City wae awesome1 You guys 
are the greatest.
A- Lust ya Leeter,
Do you want to come back to my
Melanie
Pledgee o f AIX: room for a drink? Chad-
Good luck for the rest o f the dura­ Watch out for those southern pines
tion. We love you. 
Love-Ann Marie
Long duck dong wine by a milell girls - they're toughI
KDK, Kristen and Krieey EEE ,
Doogie- Do you want to ride the big banana Bahamae wae aweeome
Avacadol 
Love, Laura
again? Dana
RSONALS ClassifiedHelp W antedPART TIME- EARN $ )  0 2 0  an hour. Person­
ality a  must! Are you energetic, outgoing, 
and do you like to laugh? Most of a l  do you 
have a  good set of lungs? Must own a  car 
Bolloonomation w ants you! C a ll Billy 
(2 0 1 )8 9 0 4 8 8 5
■
Earn $ 5 0 0 $  1000 weekly stuffing enve­
lopes. For details - RUSH $ 1 .00  with SASE 
to: G R O U P  FIVE 5 7  Greentree Drive, Suite 
3 0 7  Dover, DE 19901  
■
AA  G u ise  ¿.Travel Employment Guide. Earn 
big $ $ $  + trove! the world free! (Caribbean, 
Europe, Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry! Busy Spring/ 
Summer seasons approaching Guaranteed 
success! Call (919) 9 2 9 -4 3 9 8  ext. c3 1 6 . 
■
"Hunks Wanted" Exotic, erotic, uninhibited, 
respond Nome, address, photo, phone, 
stats, Photography-Dance P .O . 4 3 3 2  River 
Edge, N J . 07661
■
Restaurant Positions Avoliable - Ft/pt - oB shifts 
for experienced waiters/waitresses and line 
cooks Must have flexible schedule. Apply in 
person. Town Pub- 3 7 8  Broad St., Bloomfield 
■
W anted: People to participate in a study on 
the effects of drinking. Must be 21 and 
willing to drink some alcohol Call 655- 
7 3 8 7  or 447-2471 and leave message. I 
will return coll.
■
P/T Computer Consultingfirm looking for 
motivated peopole w /g o o d  personal skills 
and strong computer background Reliable 
transportation essential. Future full time posi­
tion possible CyborgTechnology(201 )890- 
1 2 0 8
■
Chris (Delta)
Keep your eye on the watch next 
time....five minuteel
Yee, I etill have a big bruiee on my 
butt from that fallll
Krieey and Dana-
I had a great time in the Bahamas!! 
I'm glad we went.
Love Krie 
ZK63
Can we ride the big banana again?? 
KDK,
Had a great time even though I have 
a bruiee on my butt!!
X! claee o f Phi Sig
Keep up the good work. You’re doing 
great.
Little,
You won. you threw up twice!!
UP Dig
Theta Kappa Chi,
Spring Break '94 wae aweeome - 
can't wait till next year!
Thetae a t  Daye Inn,
So  when are we going to  Ohio? Oh, we 
were already there!
Suean (Theta),
Today ie the greateetl! And I'm a 
toeer baby...
Love, Stephanie
Hey Mariana (Theta),
It'e foggy out! Oky-doky!
Love. Stephanie
Hey LeeterI
Want to  go back to my room for a 
drink?
Pindoe (Theta)
Spring Break wae nucking 
futel
Love the inbrede!
Todd-
Can I borrow your kieeee 
alarm?
Shelly, I etill love you 
Greg
EVERYBODY LOVES ME!!!!
Every once in a while, when 
life actually worke the way 
you had hoped that it  would, 
it ie a wonderfully beautiful 
thing.
Lynne! Hey! Look! Overherel 
i t s  a  personal juet for you.
For more information
Call 1-800 824 WILD
The Houston toad produces alkaloids -  pharmaceutical 
wonders that may prevent heart attacks or act as 
an anesthetic more powerful than m orphine Yet. due to 
habitat loss it is on the very brink ot extinction another 
member ol the- Endangered Species List.
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION
1400 Sixteenth Street, N.W., WashingUm. D C .  iO O tb-iibb
m c  > i s n
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MSC's tourney outing far from a Classic
by Keith A. Idee
It’s no secret that if you give the 
Trenton State softball team the slight­
est opportunity, it will take you apart, 
piece by piece.
MSC head coach Anita Kubicka is 
well aware of that, having played under 
Dr. June Walker in the mid-80's. And
Softball
that point has been reiterated time and 
time again during her four-year tenure 
as the Red Hawks’ skipper.
MSC (11-5) received its latest lesson 
on Saturday as the Lions knocked the 
Red Hawks out of the MSC-Kean Soft- 
ball ( ’lassie, 7-1, to advance to the semi­
finals at the Quarry Fields in Upper 
Montclair.
“Trenton will rip you apart if you 
allow them to,” Kubicka said. “ In order 
to beat them you have to capitalize on 
their mistakes. We didn’t.
“We’ve had a problem finishing ral­
lies lately. We start them, but we’ve 
been leaving too manyrunners on base.”
Trenton State, the No. 1 ranked team 
in the nation in Division III, jumped
out early on MSC, opening a 5-0 lead 
after two innings.
'The Red I lawks could not muster a 
comeback and the I .ions added another 
two runs in the top of the fifth inning to 
close the door on MSC.
F reshm an  r ig h t-h an d er Karen 
Stefanowicz allowed only one earned 
run and seven hits to pick up the win for 
Trenton State. Sophomore right-hander 
Robyn Baron sufferred the loss for MSC. 
She also allowed seven hits, but gave up 
five earned runs.
Trenton State went on to win the 
tournament, which featured seven na­
tionally ranked teams, by defeating Wil­
liam Paterson, 13-2, in the semifinals 
and Eastern Connecticut, 12-3, in the 
final.
In their other tournament games, 
the Red I Iawkswent 2-1. They opened 
with a 5-4 loss to Division II Springfield 
College, but responded by drilling 
NJAC rival Kean College, 10-1, and 
Cortland State (N.Y.), 7-1.
RED IIAW KNOTES.... Jcnn Flinn,
who returned from a strained muscle in 
her upper torso during the tournament, 
went 8-for-12 with three runs scored for 
MSC. “I Iavingjenn back in the leadoff
spot helped us a lot,” said Kubicka. “It 
allowed us to put Rosalie Guzzi back 
in the fifth spot, which strengthened
our lineup”....Sophomore right-hander
Denise Warnock is currently pacing 
the MSC pitchingstaff with a 4-1 record 
and 1.22 FRA.... 'Third baseman Amy
Iidinger is one of the few injured Red 
I lawks. She’s currently having tests done 
on her right knee and her immediate
availability is in question.....Yesterday’s
doubleheader at FDU-Madison was post­
poned due to the rain. It has been re­
scheduled for Monday, April 25.
Red Haw its' senior 
catcher Kristi 
Kuchinski prepares 
to take a hack at a 
pitch from Trenton 
State's Karen 
Stefanowicz in 
MSC's 7-1 loss on 
Saturday in the 
MSC-Kean Softball 
Classic at the Quarry 
Fields. Kuchinski, 
who is hitting .478 
with 15 RBI on the 
year, went 0-for-3 
and was intention­
ally walked once in 
the loss. Trenton 
went on to take the 
tournament champi­
onship.
Al Langer/Montclarion
Red Hawks win third straight behind Van Ness brothers
Goalie, midfielder spark MSG to 17-11 victory over Stockton
by Maureen K. McLeer
Although the baseball and softball 
teams collectively struggled a bit this 
week, the MSC lacrosse team powered 
its way to a 3-1 record after defeating 
SUNY-Albany and Richard Stockton 
College.
The Red Hawks, winners of three 
straight, took their latest contest by top­
ping Richard Stockton, 17-11, on Satur­
day in Knickerbocker Conference ac­
tion in Pomona.
Lacrosse
Junior attackman Matt Klank scored 
fourgoalsand had three assists for MSC, 
while Keith Van Ness, Mike Como and 
Frank Morano added three goals apiece.
Junior midfielder Neil Blancy con­
tributed six assists in the winningeffort.
Although the Ospreys are not an of­
fensive force, freshman goalie Dan Van 
N ess’ performance was certainly no­
table. Van Ness came up with 22 saves 
to ensure the Red Hawks’ victory.
Al Langer/Montclarion
Keith Van Ness, a senior midfielder, scored 
seven goals in MSC’s tw o wins this week.
m o n t
C I A R IO N
Prior to the Stockton win, MSC de­
feated SI JNY-Albany, 17-13, at Albany.
“We were beating them the entire 
game,” said senior captain Keith Van
Ness.
MSC took a 9-6 lead at halftime and 
never let its guard down until the final 
whistle. T he highlight of this one was 
the unpenetrable Red I lawk defense.
Through the insightful coaching of 
assistant Heath Pisarcik, a former All- 
American player at MSC, the team 
played flawlessly.
Leading the defensive charge for 
the Red Hawks was junior Chris 
Knight. “Chris played a great, intense 
defensive game, as did Roger W eldon,” 
assessed Keith Van Ness.
Dan Van Ness shined in goal during 
this non-conference battle as well. I Ie 
came up with 20 crucial saves for MSC.
Como also turned in a stellar perfor­
mance in the victory over the Great 
Danes.
'The freshman midfielder won 85 
percent of his faceoffs against Albany,
which gave MSC the added advantage of 
time of ball possession that it required to 
net the ball as many times as it did.
Keith Van Ness was the leading goal 
scorer for the Red I lawks with four goals 
and also handed out one assist.
He has tallied 15 goals in the Red 
I lawks’ four games this season for a 3.75 
per game average.
Klank and Morano both netted three 
goals and were aided by Chris Bill and 
M ike Bruton, who scored two goals apiece.
“'This win brought us together as a 
team,” said Keith V'an Ness. “We played 
well and are happy with the win,” he 
added.
RED HAWK N O TES.... Dan Van
Ness was named the NJSAA College 
Division M en’s Lacrosse Athlete of the 
Week for his two outstanding outings 
while protecting the MSC net. He
stopped 42 shots in the two wins.... 'The
results from last night’s battle at Drew 
University were not available at press
time....M SC’s next game will be an away
contest at SUNY-Maritime this Tuesday.
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Red Hawks’ defense flies the coup in 10-8 loss
Five errors lead to six unearned runs as MSC falls to Elizabethtown
by Brian Falzarano
Defense is an integral part of win­
ning. W hat happens when it fails you 
was painfully evident in M SC’s 10-8 
loss at Elizabethtown this past Tues­
day.
Baseball
T he Red I lawks were deadlocked at 
8-8 w ith the Blue Jays (15-2) when one 
of their five errors altered the course of 
the gam e. After a Keith Glauber 
strikeou t on an a ttem p ted  suicide 
squeeze, MSC (8-5) got Bob Mayo in a 
rundown.
But sen io r third basem an  Rob 
DiLaurcnzio’s throw was mishandled 
at third base, allowing the Blue Jays to 
score the winning run. Six of the runs 
scored by the winners were unearned.
D espite the loss, junior Ralph Yezza 
continued his torrid hitting, going4-for- 
5 with four singles. He also set two 
MSC records in the game by getting his 
eighth consecutive hit and for reached 
base for the ninth straight time.
Before his team had actually stepped 
onto a baseball field, MSC coach Norm 
Schoenig had two expectations. The
first was that Chris Roof was “about 
ready to explode” offensively. The 
second was that Yezza would remain as 
consistent as last year and hit with more 
power.
Both have proven Schoenig right thus 
far. T hey  are both very talented; Yezza 
was a third team All-American last year 
and Roof was the Co-NJAC Rookie of 
the Year in 1993. But this year, they
have both really come into their own.
T his past Saturday, Yezza’s hitting 
painted a picture as pretty as the Mona 
Lisa, l ie  went 4-for-4 with four RBI, 
includinga three-run homer in the fourth 
inning which gave the Red Hawks, 
ranked No. 30 in the nation, an 8-0 lead 
on th e ir way to an 11-4 win over 
Wilmington (Del.) College. For the 
season, the outfielder from Oakland is
hitting .429 with three home runs and 
15 RBI.
Senior first baseman John Pallino 
bashed another four of MSC’s 14 hits. 
He also added an RBI, showing that he 
is ready to step his already hroad offen­
sive game up another notch.
“J o h n ’s com ing  a long ,” said 
Schoenig. “Yezza and Pallino really 
swung the bats well.”
T odd Sak (2-0) held the NAIA team 
at bay for 5 and 1/3 innings, allowing 
only two unearned runs.
Roof took his turn the previous day, 
h itting a three-run bom b in the third 
inning that landed approximately 460 
feet away in the tennis courts behind 
Pittser Field to help M SC crucify Allen­
town (Pa.) College, 11-4, on Good Fri­
day.
On the season, Roof is third on the 
Red Hawks in hitting (.393), tied for the 
lead in home runs (3) and RBI (15), as 
well as being the team  leader in walks 
(14). Schoenig believes he knows why 
Roof has become such a force this year.
“I think he’s w idened his strike 
zone,” Schoenig said. “What I mean by 
saying he’s widened his strike zone is
continued on page 31
Call the Red Hawks Sports Hotline for all of 
the latest and up-to-date information on your 
favorite MSC athletic team: (201) 655-7645.
Red Hawk Sports Briefs
A SILVER LINING: Although she would have preferred to have walked away 
w ith the big trophy (see story on p. 28), MSC softball coach Anita Kubicka was 
pleased with the overall result of the MSC-Kean Softball Classic. “I thought 
that the whole thing went very well,” said the fourth-year coach. “Obviously I 
would have like to have won it, but I have no complaints. Everyone, from the 
trainers to the maintenance department to the sports information department 
did a great job.” This marked the first time in several years that the tourna­
ment was played according to schedule. Last year it was played on the turf at 
Sprague Field and the year before it was cancelled altogether due to the 
weather.
TAKE ME OUT TO T H E  BALLGAME: Prior to this Saturday’s MSC- 
Trenton State baseball doubleheader, there will be a ceremony to honor the 
1993 Division III National Champion Red Hawks. It will begin at 11 a.m. at 
MSC’s Pittser Field, and refreshments and souvenirs will be sold.
AND TH EY ’RE OFF: T he MSC outdoor track team began its season on 
Saturday with an appearance in the University of Maryland-Eastern Shore 
Spring Invitationals. Sophomore field-event specialist Jason Williams domi­
nated the shotput event with a winning throw of 46 feet, 9.5 inches. I le also 
finished second in the discuss with a toss of 128 feet, 5 inches. For his efforts, 
Williams was named the NJSAA Track and Field Male Athlete of the Week.
G E TTIN G  INTO TH E SWING OF THINGS: The MSC men’s tennis won 
its first match of the season on Friday, when it defeated Jersey City State 
College 6-3. The Red Hawks are currently 1-3.
- Compiled by Karl Lomberk
MSC Sports Schedule
Thursday, April 7:
Softball (home) vs. Richard Stockton, 3 p.m. (Doubleheader) 
Baseball (away) vs. Rutgers Newark, 3:30 p.m.
Friday, April 8:
Baseball (home) vs. William Paterson, 3:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 9:
Baseball (home) vs. Trenton State, noon. (Doublcheader)
M en’s tennis (home) vs. New York University, 3:30 p.m.
Softball (home) vs. Kean, noon. (Doubleheader)
Track (away) at the Howard Relays, TBA.
Monday, April 11:
M en’s tennis (home) vs. New York University, 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday, April 12:
Baseball (home) vs. Rutgers University, 3 p.m.
Lacrosse (away) vs. SlINY-Maritime, 4 p.m.
Softball (away) vs. William Paterson, 3 p.m. (Doubleheader)
W ednesday, April 13:
Baseball (away) vs. Dominican College, 3:30 p.m.
Thursday, April 14:
Baseball (home) vs. Ramapo College, 3:30 p.m.
M en’s tennis (home) vs. Western C onnecticut, 3:30 p.m.
Softball (home) vs. Wilmington, 3 p.m. (Doubleheader)
•Spring sports team s’ home game and match sites: baseball (Pittser 
Field), softball (Quarry Fields), lacrosse (Sprague Field), m en’s tennis (The 
Red Hawk Courts).
M O N T
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Baseball trio braves the road to recovery
b\ Brian Falzarano
John Pallino and Drew Yocum sat at a 
table in the Ratt when Pallino decided to 
ask a question.
“Is this about the surgery?”, he in­
quired, making as if he was not aware of 
it beforehand. I Ic takes the answerto the 
question in stride and laughs.
At this point, their friend and fellow 
Red Hawk Chris Ramponc arrives from 
class, wearing a turtleneck which covers 
his scar from surgery. I Ic pulls up a chair 
and becomes one with the conversation.
In the off-season, Pallino, Yocum and 
Rampone all had arm surgery. All had the 
same surgeons, Dr.’s Charles Melone 
(“H e’s considered one of the top hand- 
wrist surgeons on the East C oast,” 
Rampone said) and Keith Raskin. All 
even rehabbed at the Sports Physical 
Therapy Center of Bergen in Fort Lee.
For the most part, the division isdrawn 
here between the similarity, or difficulty, 
of their plights. Pallino, a stocky senior 
first-baseman/outfielder for MSC, has not 
been affected at the plate by his surgery. 
A torn medial collateral ligament (MCL) 
in his elbow hurt him in the field, though. 
“When I threw, I got pins and needles in 
my arm,” he said.
Pallino had surgery last J ’ e 16 to 
correct that, as well as to move the ulnar 
nerve in his elbow. Even strength train­
ing and stretching out the ligament in 
his elbow did not prepare him for 
throwing. I Ie says of his arm that “it’s 
weak” and “it tightens up” after he 
throws.
He has progressed, though, as he 
said, “It’s the best I’ve felt (overall) all 
year. I feel like I ’m starting to get 
comfortable.”
Yocum, the MVP of the College 
World Series, has taken a different 
road. He still has not recovered from 
Oct. 15 surgery to correct a muscle tear 
in his elbow because his forearm was
Al Langer/Montclarion
overdeveloped, which is evidenced by a 
scarofabout three inches running verti­
cally down his arm.
He, like Pallino, has also done 
strength training. Presently, he is pitch­
ing in relief, trying to strengthen his 
arm. He has not pitched more than 
three innings (vs. Chowan College) and 
says it will take a little more time.
“I still have a while to go,” said 
Yocum, a senior, who MSC coach Norm 
Schoenig has tentatively scheduled to 
re-enter the starting rotation in mid- 
April. “ I’m not too far from where I
should be." But one of the side effects 
of bis recovery is that he said, “Right 
now, if I were to pitch one inning or 
eight innings, it would be the same 
thing (in terms of soreness afterwards).”
“I think the key for Yocum is for him 
to get to the mound more often for 
shorter periods of tim e...I think he’ll get 
a little bit stronger,” said Schoenig.
S eem ing ly  th e  o n e  worst off, 
Rampone is back in the starting rota­
tion.
H is July 2 surgery w as for nerve dam­
age in the lateral part of his arm, as well 
as to remove a bone spur. Other prob­
lems included swollen ligaments, torn 
tendons, and bands in his arm that were 
too tight.
Rampone took part in strength train­
ing and thought he was on the fast road 
to recovery. While playing basketball in 
the winter, he felt stronger, ready to go 
this season. That turned out not to be 
the case.
“ I had a setback,” Ramponc said. 
“T h e  first couple of tim es I threw in the 
cage.” Then, he regained confidence. 
“ Right before we left (for North Caro­
lina), I started to get some pop on my 
pitches.”
His recovery iscom ingalong(“about 
continued on page 31
Senior right-hander Chris Rampone (left) and senior left-hander Drew Yocum (right) are 
two of three Red Hawks that are still recovering from off-season arm surgery.
378 Broad Street • Bloomfield. NJ
3RD ANNUAL BACARDI 
BEACH PARTY 94 
THURSDAY APRIL 7
$2.95 Super Size Bacardi Drinks
$1.50 Domestic Pints of Beer
$1.00 Coney Island Hot Dogs
$2.00 Jersey Shore Burgers
Free Giveaways all night long 
. Dr J. spinning everything from the 50 s - 90s
8 p.m.-???
Come Play in the Sand and take a 
plunge into Bloomfields only 
Indoor Bar Pool
THURSDAY NIGHTS
8 p.m. -2 a.m.
$2.00 DOMESTIC PINTS 
$1.50 BAR DRINKS 
$.50 CENT SHOOTERS 
$5.00 LARGE PIZZA
Live DJ Music All Night Long 
Free Giveaw ays All Night 
Special Theme Parties
IV1C ) N T  I  
C1A RIO N
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This could be the
last Straw for Darryl
Things were supposed to be differ­
ent when Darryl Strawberry packed up 
and went back home over three years 
ago.
He was going to get a fresh start. Life 
in Los Angeles was going to be great, 
with the help of a five-year, $20 million 
contract and his hometown fans cheer­
ing him on.
In 1991, it was his dream come true. 
Only these days, that dream has be­
come a living nightmare for a complex 
man that could have done things on the 
baseball diamond that not many others 
were ever capable of.
Back trouble forced Strawberry to 
suffer through the worst year of his ca­
reer last season, during which he hit 
under the Mendoza Line. His liveli­
hood was in jeopardy. His back, ironi­
cally, was against the wall.
But somehow, he still entered spring 
training with a positive attitude, vowing 
to right his past wrongs. He was born- 
again and finally at peace with Darryl 
Strawberry.
Yet, bad-again certainly seems more 
appropriate. Because apparently he’s
still the same old Darryl. He constantly 
gets into these dangerous situations that 
are harmful to not only himself, but 
everyone involved in his life from his 
family to his teammates.
Perhaps Tom m y Lasorda was cor­
rect in sayingenough isenough already.
Sure, Darryl’s got a problem that is 
worthy of hum an compassion. But 
sooneror later, a man has to take respon­
sibility for his actions. And that doesn’t 
mean merely saying you’re sorry every 
time you let down the people who care 
about you.
Claiming that this “disease” is the 
root of all of one’s evils will appease only 
a select group.
Still, the Dodgers’ brass won’t admit 
th a t th e y ’ve had th e y ’re fill of 
Strawberry’s antics. T hat would be ask­
ing for a public crucifixion.
General Manager Fred Claire and 
Co. will probably play it by ear, hoping 
that Strawberry will beat his addiction 
and once again become the MVP candi­
date that he was in 1991.
But there is a fine line between hav­
ing faith and grasping at straws.
Calling the shots
Was anyone else beginning to won­
der if President Clinton had anything 
more important to do than attend sport­
ing events? Someone even wanted to 
know why Big Bill was not invited to 
throw out the first pitch at TBA (The 
Ballpark at Arlington) for the Texas 
Rangers’ home opener. Perhaps George 
Bush’s son being the majority owner of 
the team has something to do with
it..... And speakingof the Rangers, their
new red un ifo rm s are d o w nrigh t
hideous.... Is Tuffy a great nickname,
or what?....After having a conversation
with someone yesterday during which 
the person said, “ I’ve always hated 
Darryl Strawberry,” one very important 
thing came to mind: Hate is a strong 
word. Especially to use with regard to a 
person you’ve never met. Strong dis­
like for someone you’d like to slap silly 
would probably be better. Applicable 
examples include Dennis Rodm an, 
Buddy Ryan, Phil Jackson, Isiah T h o ­
mas, Bill Laim beer, Scottie Pippen, 
Reggie Miller and Bill Walton (extra 
slaps)....Scotty Thurman is now offi­
cially “The M an” afterhittingthat rain­
bow three-pointer with Duke’s Antonio 
Lang all over him to seal the national
championship.....At some point, the
Knicks’ Charles Smith is going to have 
to play through the pain in his knee. A 
lot of players do, and he has to realize 
that despite his rather uneventful two 
seasons in the Big Apple (other than 
that display of softness in the final sec­
onds of Game 5 against Chicago), his 
team will need him if it is going to win 
an NBA Championship. And if that 
isn’t enough. New York General M an­
ager Ernie Grunfeld and President Dave 
Checketts will give him 21 million rea­
sons why he b e tte r  get back  to 
work....Have a nice week.
Recovery,
from page 30
80 percent,” he said), although he is 
not quite at the form he was at a year 
ago, when he was 8-0.
All three players acknowledged 
the fact that they will not be stron­
ger than they were before surgery 
until next year. But next year, their 
careers may be over; a shot at a pro 
career is not something they can 
count on, something which is now 
and may always be a dream.
One thing these three leaders for 
the Red Hawks have in their favor is 
motivation. Although there are the 
normal reservations of th ink ing  
about returning to the way things 
were before surgery, they knew that 
they would survive. After all, it was 
only arm surgery.
Two people that the trio saw along 
the way helped to inspire them. 
Those two were none other than 
New Jersey N e ts’ guard Kenny 
Anderson and New York Yankees’ 
first baseman Don Mattingly, both 
of whom had wrist surgery last year.
Both had the same doctor as the 
threesome. They all got to m eet 
A nderson; only Yocum  saw 
Mattingly. But seeing what Ander­
son has done this season and what 
Mattingly has done in the preseason 
has inspired them.
Yet, their own motivation, as it is 
with most, proved to be the greatest 
force driving them.
“I just wanted to play,” Pallino 
said.
Spoken like someone determined 
to reach the end of the road. T he 
end of the road to recovery from 
surgery.
B aseball loses, from page 29
h e ’s getting more pitches that are his. 
H e ’s more aggressive.”
As for Roof, of the three home runs 
he has hit, two of them  have come with 
two strikes on him. His blast this past 
Friday came with two runners on, two 
outs, and two strikes. T ha t he has pro­
duced the way he has has made the 
heart of the MSC lineup (Yezza, Pallino, 
and himself) that m uch more revered.
“I think it’s starting to come to­
gether,” said Pallino, who is hitting .370 
on the year. “'Phis weekend was the 
best baseball we’ve played.”
Chris Rampone put forth a nice out­
ing, going seven innings to get the win. 
After giving up a bases clearing double 
in the fourth, he settled  down and 
pitched well. T he  righthander im­
proved his record to 2-1 on the season, 
tying him with G lauber and Sak for the 
team lead in victories. It was his 15th 
win as a Red Hawk.
RED HAWK N O T E S....An injury
update: Against Allentown, Ryan Bowe 
pulled his hamstring and according to 
Schoenig is out for two-and-a-half 
weeks. Third base is now open. Tom  
Vellis worked out there Saturday after 
the game and Monday. Mike Micucci 
played there Saturday, while C.B. Leon 
caught. However, Yezza m ayendupat 
the hot corner. “He came to us said he’d 
like to play third at this particular time,” 
Schoenig said. Yezza, who last played 
third base in high school, would open 
up a spot in the outfield for either Vellis 
or Dan Massaro, allowing Pallino to move 
to right, Jason Scavalla to settle in at first
base, and Roofwill shuttle over to DH....
John Carlon soft-tossed on Friday and 
Saturday. He then threw 14 pitches off 
of the mound Monday in order to see if 
he has recovered from tendinitis in his 
rotator cuff.....Check the MSC Sports 
Schedule for this w eek’s games.
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With the help of Mike Como
(pictured left), the MS
lacrosse team  rolled to its
_  -straight win th is weel
(McLeer, p. 28)
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